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A POLDARK WHO'S WHO 
 



 

(i) 402 NAMED CHARACTERS WHO SPEAK IN THE BOOKS  
 
Captain Monk ADDERLEY, in AT, twenty-eight; son of a Bristol merchant of 
no great genteel pretension; pale blue / snake grey eyes (the book has 
both), very slim and erect, his manner mild and courteous, his reputation 
(for duelling) formidable; eight years army service, chiefly in India and 
China; MP for Bishop's Castle, a Shropshire rotten borough; deep in debt; 
drinks, gambles and womanises, all in the most exquisite taste; belongs to 
the best clubs; a light, drawling voice, affected but not at all feminine. Dies 
after duelling with Ross. Played on screen by Malcolm Tierney (1977) and 
Max Bennett (2018). 
 
The Hon. Mrs Maria AGAR, short and amiable; light and jolly; in D, is an 
acolyte of Lady Whitworth's at the Celebration Ball and, in MD, a friend of 
Harriet Carter. 
 
ANDRÉ, in TS, a tall, ragged, Belgian; one of Colquhoun Grant's spies; shot 
in the arm after attempting to deliver a message to Wellington.  
 
Franz ANSELM, in AT, a doctor, born in the Vienna ghettoes but established 
in London, specialising in women's problems; a big man; eyebrows like 
slugs, eyes like dewy black sloes, mottled black hair which he does not 
deign to cover with a wig, upper lip and heavy jowls which would not look 
out of place on an ape and a stomach which spreads from his chest and 
precedes him as he walks; yet a very gentle, attractive voice that surprises, 
coming from such a man; provides Elizabeth with the abortifascient which 
delivers her third child and takes her life. 

 

RP = Ross Poldark (Ward, Lock edition; 1783-87), D = Demelza (Ward, 
Lock edition; 1788-90), JP = Jeremy Poldark (Ward, Lock edition; 1790-
91), W = Warleggan (Ward, Lock edition; 1792-93), BM = The Black 
Moon (1794-95), FS = The Four Swans (1795-97), AT = The Angry Tide 
(1798-99), SS = The Stranger from the Sea (1810-11), MD = The Miller's 
Dance (1812-13), LC = The Loving Cup (1813-15), TS = The Twisted Sword 
(1815), BP = Bella Poldark (1818-20) and HD = The Horse Dealer (short 
story, circa 1792) 

 



Lieutenant Hugh ARMITAGE of the Espion; in BM, a Quimper prisoner with 
a little medical knowledge, imparted by Dwight; one of his cadre of helpers; 
one of twelve or so captives to escape independently of Ross's band, with 
whom Armitage and Spade return to Cornwall in the Sarzeau. In FS, 
revealed to be Lord Falmouth's nephew; a striking young man with a keen, 
sharp-featured face – a hawk profile – whose pallor accentuates his large, 
deeply sensitive dark eyes, with lashes any woman would envy; a gentle 
urgent voice and quiet brooding manner. A poet with poor eyesight but a 
winning way – indeed, on learning of his discharge from the navy due to 
failing vision, Demelza cuckolds Ross with him freely. Dies on the eve of the 
election he hoped to stand in. Played on screen by Brian Stirner (1977) and 
Josh Whitehouse (2017-18). 
 
'ARRY, in BP, fetches his musket when Butto terrorises the congregation at 
Ben and Essie's wedding, though no shot is fired. 
 
William AUKETT, in D, manager of Wheal Mexico in the Ponsanooth Valley 
and a Carnmore shareholder indebted to the Warleggans. 
 
Charles BAGOT (1781-1843), Somerset's deputy in the British Embassy in 
Paris whom the Poldarks meet early in TS. 
 
BAKER (1), in W, Caroline Penvenan's coachman. 
 
BAKER (2), in SS, a Warleggan servant at the Great House, Truro. 
 
Lady BANKS, lives with her husband Sir William on their Yorkshire estate; 
stout, middle-aged, crimped hair; in SS, talks with George at the Duchess 
of Gordon's reception at the Pulteney Hotel. 
 
Bob BARAGWANATH, father of Charlie; in BM, breaks the news to Sam 
Carne that his brother Drake has been arrested for theft. 
 
Charlie BARAGWANATH, fourteen but pitifully undersized; in D, works in 
the garden at Mingoose and advises Mark Daniel on the construction of his 
Reath cottage roof. In BM, his death is noted. 

 
Below: Aidan Turner as Ross Poldark 



 



Will BARAGWANATH, in HD, a middle-aged Marasanvose man with close-
set cautious eyes who buys a horse from Jud at Mithian Fair then sells him 
another. 
 
Ed BARTLE, in D, in service at Trenwith with his wife MARY; in AT, has three 
children down with a pulmonary infection following the scarlet fever. 
 
Wallace BARTLE, presumably one of Ed and Mary's brood; in LC, is a Kille-
warren servant lent for the day to help out at Geoffrey Charles's Trenwith 
party. 
 
Lieutenant Frederick BARTON, in LC and TS, an army friend of Jeremy's 
from Tiverton, Devon. 
 
Miss Cathleen and Miss Mary BASSET, in FS, sisters of Sir Francis. 
 
Sir Francis BASSET / first Baron DE DUNSTANVILLE (1757-1835) of Tehidy; 
in FS, proprietor of Truro's third bank (after Warleggan's and Pascoe's) 
who, in reaching an accommodation with Warleggan's, adds strength to 
both. Vast mining interests; diminutive of stature; a burgess of Truro and 
MP for Penryn who also controls several other seats; a man of sensibility, 
though a trifle ruthless in his own affairs, his name carries as much weight 
in Camborne and Illuggan (where Demelza was born and raised) as that of 
King George. Lives with his wife and fourteen-year-old daughter, both 
Frances. In AT, merges Basset's and Pascoe's to form the Cornish Bank, of 
which Ross and Pascoe are both partners. In SS, duels with Hawkins – 
neither man is hurt. 
 
Harry BEAUCHAMP of Pengreep; in BP, a Cornish army friend of Geoffrey 
Charles invited to the 1819 Trenwith Christmas party. 
 
Daniel BEHENNA, a Truro doctor, forty in FS; short, stout, square-built, 
well-dressed and authoritative, his very appearance makes the heart beat 
faster, even if, as often happens, it later stops beating altogether – but 
failure does not depress him, for if a patient dies, it is the fault not of his 
remedies but the patient. After studying midwifery under Dr Ford, one of 
the most distinguished physicians in London, he came to Truro five years 
ago; some startling early successes with his new methods served him well; 



he is now established in Goodwives Lane. He married early, and then a 
second time, but both wives died; he and his daughters Flotina (twelve) 
and May (nine) are now cared for by Mrs Childs, who lives in. 
 
BELL, in W, assistant to Preventive Man Vercoe. 
 
BENOIR, in TS, Jodie de la Blache's coachman; a stocky-built middle-aged 
man with tight-cropped hair and the fanatical black eyes of a Breton. 
 
Augustus BETTESWORTH, in SS, second surviving son of Mrs Bettesworth; 
brother of John, Clemency and Cuby Trevanion; about twenty-eight, a 
good-looking man with a fine head of hair tied in a queue; boots that creak, 
even in the damp, and flat feet. Later finds work at the Treasury in London, 
from where he writes amusing letters. 
 
Mrs Frances BETTESWORTH, in SS, widowed mother of John, Augustus, 
Clemency and Cuby Bettesworth / Trevanion. 
 
Sephus BILLING, in SS, the wild young man who, with Music Thomas, leads 
the St John's Eve torch procession; no schooling, but no one can build a 
Cornish hedge or wall like him; at the start of TS, working at Nampara. 
 
Andrew BLAMEY, a blue-eyed Falmouth packet captain; a widower with 
two children, Esther and James; a former drunkard and navy commander 
who served two years in prison after knocking down his pregnant wife who 
subsequently died. Courts Verity in RP but desists after wounding Francis 
in a duel. Demelza intrigues to reunite the couple in D and Verity eventually 
elopes to marry him. A son, Andrew Junior, is born in W. Andrew Senior 
retires from the Packet Service between AT and SS; in MD, lives in Flushing, 
a burgess of the town and adviser to the Post Office on packet vessel 
repairs; in TS, suffers heart problems which improve when given digitalis – 
that rare thing, a Regency-period drug that actually works. Played on screen 
by Jonathan Newth (1975) and Richard Harrington (2015-16). 
 
Andrew BLAMEY Junior, son of Andrew and Verity; in MD, a junior Packet 
Service officer; stocky-built and sandy with tight curly hair, thick eyebrows 
and side-whiskers which make him look older than his years. Under the 
subverting influence of Valentine, drinks and gambles to excess; deep in 



debt, he worries both parents. Witnesses the murder by Stephen of a sailor 
in the Ring O' Bells, Plymouth; quits the Packet Service to enter into a 
trading partnership with him, but later returns, under Captain Buller. 
 
Esther BLAMEY, Verity's stepdaughter; attends school in Plymouth while 
living with her aunt; introduced shortly before her brother James towards 
the close of JP; slight, rather tall, face a little broad over the cheekbones, 
ligthly pock-marked cheeks; noticeable, direct grey eyes; honest but self-
centred; slightly hostile. To Verity's dismay, she soon speaks worshipfully 
of her late mother but contemptuously of her absent father. 
 
James BLAMEY, Verity's stepson; in JP, square-built, darker than Esther, 
and a year younger; taller than Verity; went to sea at nine; fresh off the 
Thunderer in a smart midshipman's uniform; curly hair, brown eyes; quickly 
proves as ebullient, warm and winning as his sister is sour; becomes 
attractively fond of Verity in a boyish, roughly gentle way. In W, reassigned 
to the frigate Hunter under Admiral Gell; in LC, lives in Portsmouth with his 
wife and their son Alan; in TS, has a newborn daughter also.  
 
BLENCOWE clerks for Tankard when he and Garth call at Grambler to see 
Jud at the start of JP; in LC, twenty-five years on, the least ill-educated of 
George's servants, he is an oldish, portly, stooping little man, who (still) 
sometimes accompanies Tankard.  
 
Harry BLEWETT, manager and part-shareholder in Wheal Maid, one of the 
copper mines of the Idless Valley. Early in D, his discussion with Ross in the 
Red Lion of the mine owners' plight sparks the Carnmore initiative. Its 
ultimate failure threatens him with bankruptcy and, probably, prison. After 
Ross loans him £250, he goes into partnership with Richard Tonkin in a 
small boat-building business in East Looe, which thrives. In W, the partners 
offer Ross a share in their yard, which he declines, though he later invests 
in and ultimately comes to own it. Soon after Drake's marriage to Mor-
wenna, Blewett dies, allowing Carne to succeed him. 
 
Mr BLIGHT, with a raddled little face sharp under its wig and no dainty bird 
at table, he represents the South Wales Copper Smelting Company at the 
ticketing in D at which the Carnmore Copper Company's existence is first 
disclosed. 



BLIGHT, innkeeper of the Red Lion, Truro; a bustling little man with a pigtail 
and red waistcoat; in JP, is shoved to the floor after Ross and George fight 
on the stairs; in FS, he tries in vain to prevent them meeting again – though, 
this time, only snarling ensues. 
 
The Dowager Lady Constance BODRUGAN, in RP, the hard-riding, hard-
swearing twenty-nine-year-old stepmother of Hugh. Keeps dogs all over 
the house and smells of them.  
 
Sir Hugh BODRUGAN shares Werry House – built at the time of Edward IV 
– with his stepmother Lady Constance, twenty-one years his junior. Neither 
care anything for appearances, preferring to live in disorder. Sir Hugh is 
introduced in RP as a beetle-browed bachelor, fifty, undersized, vigorous 
and stout, who claims to have more hair on his body than any man living; 
his laugh compounds a lion's roar and a donkey's bray. In JP, Demelza 
attends his sick mare, which subsequently recovers. In JP and W, conducts 
a liaison with Margaret Vosper. Played on screen by Christopher Benjamin 
(1975-76) but written out in 2015. 
 
Napoleon BONAPARTE (1769-1821), Corsican-born First Consul of France 
from 1799-1804 then Emperor from 1804-14; as TS opens, he is in exile on 
Elba, but through the course of the book returns to Paris, regains power, 
then meets his Waterloo.  
 
John BONE, Dwight Enys's burly servant at both the Gatehouse and Kille-
warren; in BM, on the Quimper mission, he is called John by WG and Tholly 
but Sid by Drake; in BP, his daughter Audrey is a Killewarren maid. 
 
Ned BOTTRELL, miner and carpenter; in W, father of five; in JP, makes the 
box in which Jud is laid out, only to discover during his send-off that the 
"corpse" has mysteriously disappeared. After arrest at Nampara Cove by 
the gaugers, is sentenced to transportation for ten years, but this must 
have been commuted to impressment, for he reappears towards the end 
of FS a free man and newly-saved member of Sam's flock. In LC, is married 
to Ann. 
 
Jasper BROWN, in BP, a middle-aged man asked by Count von Badenberg 
to escort Bella into supper. 



Henry BULL K.C., a dark man, handsome in a coarse way, with a skin so olive 
and eyes so amber brown as to suggest a touch of the tar brush; in JP, is 
leading counsel for the Crown at Ross's Bodmin trial; in AT, is consulted by 
George after Adderley's inquest verdict on the possibility of bringing the 
law to bear on the guilty party (i.e. Ross). 
 
Mr BULLER, in FS, an independent estate-holder who casts a cross-vote in 
the 1797 borough of Truro parliamentary election. In AT, one of the few to 
stand by Harris Pascoe in his hour of need. 
 
Captain Robert BULLER, in TS, a tough, seasoned, fair-minded, middle-aged 
Packet Service captain who has made enough money to build himself a 
substantial house on Falmouth's newly burgeoning sea front; Stephen asks 
him to offer a berth aboard the Queen Charlotte to Andrew Blamey, which 
Buller agrees to do.  
 
John BULLOCK, the member for Essex; nearing seventy, but a very strong 
old man; in AT, after George flings ten guineas in Ross's face in the passage-
way leading to St Stephen's Chapel, Bullock steps between them to prevent 
yet another scrap. 
 
Barrington BURDETT, notary; in SS, having lately put up his brass plate in 
Pydar Street, Truro, the young man becomes Ross's lawyer; in LC, advises 
Selina Pope to make Unwin Trevaunance an offer for the Place House 
mineral rights; in BP, where he seems to have taken over Harris Pascoe's 
role of knowing all the news, he tells Ross of George's mishap in the drang 
and John Permewan's arrest in Plymouth for forgery. 
 
George CANNING (1770-1827), statesman; quoted in FS; first appears in 
SS, by which time he is Ross's best friend in London, and a frequent corres-
pondent; a reforming radical by temperament but Tory of necessity; witty, 
sharp-tongued, doesn't suffer fools gladly or even silently; recently fought 
a duel with Lord Castlereagh in which neither party was seriously hurt; a 
staunch follower of Pitt and supporter of the war; intensely loyal; part-
Irish; married with a beautiful wife, Joan, and four children, the eldest of 
whom, George, dies of consumption in 1820. In TS, is Britain's Ambassador 
to Portugal; in TS and BP, MP for Liverpool. Played on screen in 1996 by 
Patrick Pearson. 



Betty CARKEEK (née Coad) lives at the start of JP in the Guernseys, Sawle 
with Ted, her husband of one month, and their week-old son. At twenty-
one, is left a widow with two children (see Ted CARKEEK below); in FS, is a 
newly-converted member of Sam's flock. Her next-door neighbour is Lobb 
Tregirls. 
 
Mrs CARKEEK, in D, the old, lame parishioner addressed by Jud when, the 
worse for drink, he disrupts divine service.  
 
Ted CARKEEK, husband of Betty, is treated by Dwight at the start of JP for 
a musket ball wound to the shoulder sustained whilst attempting to land 
spirits from France – the result, Ted believes, of an informer's betrayal – 
and, in W, is shot and killed when another run is surprised by troopers and 
gaugers.  
 
Demelza CARNE / POLDARK is rescued by Ross at Redruth Fair and taken 
back to Nampara in 1783 when she is thirteen; they marry in 1787 and have 
five children together, three of whom survive the saga. A fast friend of 
Verity and Caroline, a keen gardener and animal lover; earthenware to 
Elizabeth's porcelain, but uncomplicated, vital and free-spirited as her rival 
is not. She is above average height with black hair, dark eyes and long legs. 
At her first visit to Trenwith, develops a taste for port which she never 
loses. After Ross's infidelity with Elizabeth, considers but rejects an affair 
with Captain McNeil in W, but does succumb to Lieutenant Armitage in FS; 
begins secretly dying her hair in SS; in TS, becomes Lady Poldark; in BP, is 
saved by Philip Prideaux from a gory demise. Played on screen by Angharad 
Rees (1975-77), Mel Martin (1996) and Eleanor Tomlinson (2015-19). 
 
Drake CARNE, the youngest of Demelza's brothers; before BM, apprenticed 
to a wheelwright for seven years (in FS, four, to Jack Bourne); as tall as Sam 
but of slighter build; notably good-looking with dark hair, a mischievous 
face unmarked by the pox and a natural warmth. Falls in love with 
Morwenna (and she with him); careless of his life after learning of her 
impending marriage to Whitworth, is wounded in the shoulder at Quimper; 
in FS, Ross buys and sets him up as a blacksmith in Pally's Shop, with six 
acres attached, next to Place House in St Ann's, where he prospers. In AT, 
encouraged by Demelza and Sam, he walks out with Rosina Hoblyn, only to 
learn of the eve of their wedding that Whitworth is dead and Morwenna 



free again – so Rosina is jilted and Drake and Morwenna wed. By SS, the 
couple, now with a daughter of their own, are at Looe, where, following 
Blewett's demise, Drake manages Ross's boat-building works. Played on 
screen by Kevin McNally (1977) and Harry Richardson (2017-19). 
 
Esther (Essie) CARNE / CARTER, in BP, the nineteen-year-old second nurse-
maid at Trenwith; daughter of Demelza's eldest brother Luke and Ann 
Hoskins; younger sister of Clotina; born in Lanner, then lived in Illuggan, 
then a Tehidy chambermaid, then taken on by Geoffrey Charles; on the tall 
side, very slim, pale face, blue eyes, straight blonde shoulder-length hair 
tied back with a black ribbon; scuffed shoes; looks younger than her years; 
marries Ben Carter in April 1820; by the end of BP, is with child. 
 
Aunt Nellie Chegwidden CARNE, an austere Methodist widow who, on 
marrying widower Tom Carne, becomes Demelza's stepmother and Ross's 
stepmother-in-law. Before Tom's death, bears him four children, of whom 
one – Flotina – survives.  
 
Sam CARNE, twenty-two in BM; a tow-headed miner; tall, big shoulders, 
ungainly walk and a thin, deeply furrowed face which looks sombre as if it 
bore all the sorrows of the world – until he smiles; the second of Demelza's 
six brothers, two years younger than her and four older than Drake. A 
devout Methodist; used to wrestle at fairs as Sonny Carne. When Ross 
provides work for Drake and himself, the brothers restore and move into 
Reath Cottage, the home Mark Daniel built in five days for himself and 
Keren, and Sam soon begins to hold prayer meetings there. One of three 
godparents of Clowance. After George terminates the lease of Sawle 
Meeting House, Sam builds another, Maiden Chapel (which George likens 
to a cattle shed), on Poldark ground. Falls in love and hopes to redeem 
Emma Tregirls, but she weds another. Wrestles Tom Harry at Sawle Feast 
Fair but deliberately loses. In 1805, marries Rosina after a two-year court-
ship; in SS, they live at Pally's Shop with no children. Played on screen by 
David Delve (1977) and Tom York (2017-19). 
 
Tom CARNE, a miner and drunken bully from Illuggan; father of Demelza 
and six sons; in RP, is bested in a fight by Ross, then marries and is reformed 
by the Methody Widow Chegwidden. In D, spoils Julia's christening party 
by deliberately turning up on the wrong day. Dies of the pox in 1794. 



Jason CARRINGTON, in TS, Stephen's eighteen-year-old son who, fresh off 
the Annabelle, arrives unannounced on Clowance's doorstep; tall, broad-
shoulders, lean body, strong features, blond hair, vivid blue eyes; hoarse 
West Country accent, very shabby clothes. Wants his father to give him a 
job, so Stephen sets him on under Andrew Blamey aboard the Chasse 
Marée. Tends to fantasise on his own prospects; to rearrange the world in 
his own mind to his own wishes. Eventually returns to Bristol. 
 
Stephen CARRINGTON, in SS, the stranger of the book's title; picked up at 
sea from a drifting raft by Jeremy and Paul Kellow, seeming dead, but not. 
Was gunner on the Unique, a Bristol freebooter sunk by the French off the 
Scillies. Twenty-eight; a West Country but not Cornish accent; tawny, 
leonine hair curled about his ears like fine gold wire; a broad face, 
particularly across the brows; bright blue eyes; firm warm mouth above a 
cleft chin; columnar neck and strong white chest; clean short-fingered 
hands; friendly, cheerful, liked by (almost) all; only Demelza not quite sure, 
and Ben Carter certain. Gives various accounts of his past – a coal miner, a 
gaolbird, a coachman, reared on a farm near Stroud, father dead, mother 
uncaring – which may or may not be reliable; in Plymouth, kills a sailor to 
escape impressment; with Jeremy and Paul, robs a stagecoach; uses his 
share of the spoil to set himself up in business in cahoots with Andrew 
Blamey Jnr; after a stormy, on-off engagement, marries Clowance. In TS, 
finds fortune after taking a French prize but then dies after falling from his 
horse. Played on screen by Nicholas Gleaves (1996, as Stephen Cravenson). 
 
Lieutenant CARRUTHERS, in W, attends Hugh Bodrugan's birthday party 
with his wife, where he asks Demelza for the third dance – an Ecossaise –
but loses out to Captain McNeil. 
 
CARTER, in BM, is the first prisoner addressed by Dwight's rescuers once 
inside Quimper camp.  
 
Bengy Ross (Ben) CARTER, first-born of Jim and Jinny; in RP, whilst a babe 
in arms, is scarred on the face by Reuben Clemmow, which later prompts 
speculation that Ross, similarly scarred, is the child's father – in fact, he and 
Demelza are his godparents. In SS, twenty-five; devoted to Clowance; 
rangy, with a tight, intensely dark-browed, mobile face and a short beard 
(unfashionable in a community which thinks only beggars and the destitute 



should have them; Ben wears his to hide his facial scar). Still lives at home 
with his mother and stepfather in Sawle village shop. An eccentric, he has 
constructed a pipe organ in his back bedroom, which he plays when in the 
mood; he also works a one-man tin mine a mile from Grambler. He sails 
frequently with Jeremy and Paul in Nampara Girl, supposedly fishing but 
actually visiting a Hayle foundry; feels a contempt for money and that, if 
need be, he could live off the land; made underground captain of the re-
opened Wheal Leisure; fights with Stephen Carrington. By BP, has moved 
into his own tiny cottage near Killewarren and built a second organ; courts 
and marries Essie Carne. Played on screen in 1996 by Hans Matheson. 
 
Lady Harriet CARTER / WARLEGGAN, sister of William Frederick Osborne, 
the sixth Duke of Leeds; daughter of the Lord Chamberlain of the Queen's 
Household; in SS, the impoverished Devon-based thirty-year-old widow of 
notorious rake and gambler Sir Toby Carter; rides like the devil; dark and 
not pretty but with a classic bone structure to her face; raven hair with a 
gloss like japan leather; remarkably fine eyes; a husky voice and attractive 
laugh – low, indolent, sophisticated, almost all breath; a blunt, outspoken 
animal lover; takes people as she finds them; mistress of her own soul; not 
intimidated by George, but intrigued by his moral ugliness; courted by and 
marries him with a clear-eyed acceptance of what is gained and lost. Played 
on screen in 1996 by Sarah Carpenter. 
 
Jim CARTER, a chesty ex-miner with dark Spanish eyes employed by Ross 
as a field hand at the start of RP. After courting and marrying Jinny Martin 
and fathering two children, he returns to mining and is persuaded by Nick 
Vigus, a shiftless neighbour, to go poaching. Hiding in a tree but unable to 
suppress a cough, he is caught, convicted and sentenced to two years in 
gaol, which he does not survive. Played on screen by Stuart Doughty (1975) 
and Alexander Arnold (2015). 
 
Katie CARTER / THOMAS, youngest child of Jim and Jinny; in MD, parlour-
maid of the Popes at Place House; big, tall, long-faced, Spanish-black hair, 
clear-skinned (having escaped the pox), large full eyes, morose, shy, 
clumsy, untidy and the heart's desire of stable boy Music Thomas. In TS, 
following persistent encouragement from Dwight, and though not with 
child, as she feared, by the scurrilous Saul Grieves, she reluctantly agrees 
to wed Music, and does. 



Mike CARTER, in TS, an ex-navy crew member sailing with Stephen aboard 
the Adolphus. 
 
Major CARTERET, in TS, Jeremy's senior officer; a slim, dapper man; shot 
to death at Waterloo. 
 
Margaret CARTLAND / VOSPER is introduced in RP simply as Margaret, a 
mannish but feline harlot in her mid-twenties, tall, gaunt, high cheek-
bones, a wide mouth, bright teeth, wide bold uncompromising eyes, black 
hair dyed copper, whom Ross picks up in the Bear Inn after the Easter 
Charity Ball and spends the night with in her ruined one-roomed hut. She 
reappears in D at George's gaming party, a widow, all signs of poverty gone 
and is revealed as the woman Francis has been consorting with behind 
Elizabeth's back. When he falls on lean times, she throws him over for Luke 
Vosper, a plumper prospect she subsequently marries. After his death, she 
begins an affair with Sir Hugh Bodrugan, then slips from view. 
 
Major John CARTWRIGHT (1740-1824), in LC, a landed gentleman and 
vociferous campaigner for parliamentary reform – one of the stomy petrels 
of England for as long as most could remember; elder brother of the 
inventor of the power loom; a tall, thin, straight old man with a smiling 
open face and plain brown wig concealing white hair; whilst supping with 
him at his house in Buckingham Gate, Ross meets like-minded social 
reformers Samuel Bamford and Robert Owen. 
 
Arthur CHAMPION, in FS, a Wesleyan circuit steward; a former journey-
man shoemaker of about forty who calls to see Sam and, after instructing 
him on his financial responsibilities as leader of his flock, warns him away 
from Emma Tregirls.  
 
Michael CHENHALLS, in JP, one of two Bodmin MPs in the Basset interest 
(the other is Unwin Trevaunance). In LC, the pair consider a joint mining 
venture at Place House, but nothing comes of it. In BP, where he is once 
wrongly named Hector, Chenhalls is described as one of the astutest 
prospectors of his generation who went to Australia on mining business in 
1816 and, as of 1820, is not yet back. [Note: when writing of MPs, WG often 
uses real names – see LANSDOWNE, MACARMICK, TREVANION etc – but, 
in this case, not.] 



 
 

 



Above: (i) Richard Morant and (ii) Luke Norris as Dwight Enys 

 
Mrs Nellie CHILDS, in FS, Doctor Behenna's housekeeper; a slovenly young 
woman with a hearthrug of brown hair whom Behenna tolerates for one 
reason, really. (She never fails to call him sir, in the bedroom or out.) 
 
Thomas CHOAKE of Fernmore, Sawle; physician and mine surgeon – until 
the advent of Dwight Enys, the only doctor within miles of Nampara; Sawle 
Chuch vicar's warden. Dies between AT and SS. 
 
Polly CHOAKE, brewer's daughter; wife of Thomas, speaks with a lisp; a 
feather-brained gossip; in AT, covers her greying hair with a wig and 
rumoured to be conducting an affaire with her groom. After the death of 
her husband, moves back to Truro, where there is more life (and especially 
more whist) and lets Fernmore to Charlie Kellow, her cousin by marriage, 
for a peppercorn rent. 
 
Amelia CHYNOWETH, the instinctively anxious-to-conform daughter of a 
notorious bankrupt and mother of Morwenna; late in BM, an impoverished 
widow, forty-two but still very pretty, with four children, Morwenna the 
eldest; quite unprovided for, incapable of empathy but fully aware of her 
own parlous plight, she artfully manoeuvres her credulous daughter into 
believing that acceptance of Wentworth is a duty she must not shirk; the 
success of her deplorable scheming blights more lives than one. 
 
Elizabeth CHYNOWETH / POLDARK / WARLEGGAN (1764-1799), fair hair, 
grey eyes, virginal, patrician (the Chynoweth family records date back to 
971 in JP; to 889 in BM); the only child of Jonathan and Joan. Her choice 
(she soon realises the wrong choice) of Francis over the returning Ross at 
the start of RP sets the saga in motion. Has one child (Geoffrey Charles) by 
Francis then two more (Valentine and Ursula) whilst married to George – 
though Valentine is born less than eight months after the wedding but nine 
months after her one night with Ross. Dies at the end of AT after self-dosing 
with ergot to induce premature labour. Played on screen by Jill Townsend 
(1975-77) and Heida Reed (2015-19). 
 
Garlanda CHYNOWETH, in FS, second of Amelia's four girls; sturdy, country- 
built sister of Morwenna and Rowella; candid blue eyes, thick irrepressible 



brown hair growing short, a vivid way of moving and speaking and an odd 
deep voice which sounds like a boy's just broken; accompanies Rowella on 
her journey from Bodmin to Truro to stay with the Whitworths. 
 
Joan CHYNOWETH née Le Grice, starchy wife of Jonathan and mother of 
Elizabeth. Beautiful in RP but, by D, is a deeply disappointed woman with a 
distorted blind eye in a swollen, drawn face. In FS, with a lame leg and 
speech impediment in addition, is little better than an invalid. Dies before 
her husband some time between 1800 and 1806. 
 
Jonathan CHYNOWETH of Cusgarne, then Trenwith; put-upon husband of 
Joan and father of Elizabeth; a thin little beard; lean and wry, with little 
pompous mannerisms and a weak head for drink. By the time of FS, never 
dresses at all. Dies (four years before SS) in 1806. 
 
Morwenna CHYNOWETH / WHITWORTH / CARNE, in BM, the seventeen-
year-old eldest daughter of the Dean of Bodmin; sober, sweet natured, 
genteel, with some education but no money; tall and dark; soft, startled, 
short-sighted, beautiful eyes and a short-stepped tripping walk; engaged 
by George to be Geoffrey Charles's governess. Falls in love with Drake but 
sold by George, aided by her own mother, into an arranged marriage with 
the odious Osborne Whitworth. She suffers beneath his tyranny, bears his 
son then, following his death, marries Drake at last, her child left behind 
with its grandmother. At the start of SS, lives at Looe with Drake and their 
daughter Loveday. Played on screen by Jane Wymark (1977) and Ellise 
Chappell (2017-19) 
 
Rowella CHYNOWETH / SOLWAY, youngest of Amelia's four daughters; 
fourteen in FS; nearly as tall as Morwenna, but thin, her general colouring 
a mouse brown, her green eyes set close together over a long thin nose; 
fine skin, a sly look, sandy eyebrows, an underlip that tends to tremble, 
long lank hair; can sew and cook and has a little Greek; the best brain in 
the family, but inscrutable from the day she was born; able and willing but 
never warm. Leaves home to live with the Whitworths as companion for 
her sister and governess of Sarah and Anne; her secret womanly smiles at 
Ossie when dining and the spy-hole he uses to watch her bathe lead him 
inexorably to her bed, where her enthusiasm and desire to please stand in 
stark contrast to her sister's dumb revulsion. She deviously fleeces him of 



£500 before marrying librarian Arthur Solway. Later resumes relations with 
Ossie, until her cuckolded husband brings about his death. 
 
Captain A. V. CLARK is captain of the Pride of Madras, the second ship 
wrecked on Hendrawna Beach at the end of D, who gives evidence at Ross's 
Bodmin trial. 
 
Eli CLEMMOW, younger brother of Reuben; built on a narrow economical 
scale, with prominent teeth and a suggestion of the Mongol in his features; 
lives in Truro; bears false witness at Ross's Bodmin trial.  
 
Reuben CLEMMOW, a Mellin ne'er-do-well, elder brother of Eli, who in RP 
pesters Jinny Martin and, after Ross warns him off, attacks first Ross and 
then Jinny and her baby Bengy Ross, whom he marks on the face with a 
knife before falling to his death. 
 
Jacques CLISSON, in BM, the Breton spy whom Ross meets in Roscoff to 
inquire about Dwight; a stout, blond, little man of about forty, blue 
seaman's jersey and black beret; a round, bland face, clean-shaven except 
for long sideburns, good teeth showing in a charming ready smile, blue 
eyes clear and candid. A man to be trusted only so far – but who, in this 
instance, earns his fee. 
 
Jeffery CLYMER K.C., a burly man of forty with a possessive nose, plump 
hairy hands and one of those chins which no razor's edge will whiten; 
conducts Ross's defence at his Bodmin trial. 
 
James COAD, in LC, a Caerhays footman newly arrived from Hicks of Truro 
with designs on Ellen SMITH, a maid who, though a nice girl, cannot resist 
the sight of a man. 
 
Jack COBBLEDICK, in RP, taken on by Ross to replace Jim Carter when he, 
newly married, returns to mining; elderly, saturnine, slow of thought and 
speech, with a drooping ginger-grey moustache through which he strains 
all his food and a long, heavy-legged gait (which young Demelza sometimes 
mimics) as if he was always mentally striding through tall grass; in SS, it is 
noted that he has an illegitimate son, Dick, by Nancy Trevail; in BP, when 
the saga ends (thirty-seven years after he was considered "elderly"), he is 



still at Nampara, hobbling around with two sticks or riding on a donkey to 
the beach to see the fireworks. 
 
Polly CODRINGTON, in TS, a handsome creature, married to some clod in 
Kent thirty years her senior; has a roving eye which, while she is a guest at 
Godolphin Hall, Valentine catches; when word of their subsequent affair 
reaches Selina, she slashes her wrists (but comes to no harm); in BP, Polly 
reappears at one of Harriet's card parties, where she partners Michael 
Smith against Clowance and Philip Prideaux. 
 
Mr Edward COKE of Longford, Derbyshire, whom Ross and Demelza meet 
at Mrs Pelham's; in AT, about forty; has made no mark in the House but 
has plenty to say out of it; an adherent of Fox. 
 
Mr COLDRENNICK, in JP, is the Launceston MP who, on the night before 
Ross's Bodmin trial, introduces Demelza to Judge Wentworth Lister. [Note:  
as with CHENHALLS above, there was no Launceston MP named Coldrenn-
ick. WG seems to have adhered more closely to historical fact in the later 
novels than he did in the opening four.]  
 
COLLINS, in BM, a St Ann's colleague of Tom Kemp involved in a brawl at 
Sally Chill-Off's. 
 
Douglas CRAIG, in BM, a forty-year-old Scottish merchant who owns a store 
in Roscoff, having lived there since moving from Guernsey twelve years 
ago. On the advice of Mr Trencrom, Ross visits him daily affecting to do 
business while staying in the port awaiting word of Dwight; this to deflect 
suspicion that he might actually be a spy. The plan fails.  
 
John CRAVEN, in AT, Monk Adderley's man. 
 
Widow CROW, in LC, a skirt old woman as knows how to mix potions whom 
Music buys from at Michaelmas Fair; thin, tall and sallow with locks like 
black horse-hair that fall to her shoulders; big bony hands with enlarged 
knuckles and black-rimmed nails. 
 
Jeremiah CRUTCHLEY (1745-1805), member for St Mawes; a supporter of 
Pitt and the war effort; a rich, sour, sardonic old bachelor who had been a 



friend of Samuel Johnson; in AT, another whom Ross and Demelza meet at 
Mrs Pelham's. 
 
Daniel CURNOW, a mine pump attendant who shares his duties with Peter, 
his brother; the last man to see Francis alive. (Once in MD and once in BP, 
WG calls him Tom.) 
 
Miss CURNOW, in TS, a Penryn neighbour of the Carringtons with very 
small screwed-up eyes – whether from too much sewing in a poor light or 
indicative of a specially penetrating talent of inquisitiveness, Clowance isn't 
sure – though probably the latter. 
 
Peter CURNOW, Daniel's brother; in LC, grey-haired, balding. [Note: in AT, 
a pump-attending Curnow named Henry goes night fishing with Paul 
Daniel, Ross and others. Since it is clear from other parts of the text that 
there are only two Curnow brothers, this is another instance – see McNEIL, 
TRENCROM, TREWINNARD, KENT, CHENHALLS, FARQUAHAR et cetera – of 
WG muddling names.] 
 
Beth DANIEL is the plain, Methody wife of Paul and mother of their three 
children. 
 
Ena DANIEL, the younger of Paul and Mark's two sisters; in BM and beyond, 
is a servant at Nampara; in AT, is one of the most faithful of Sam's flock. 
 
Grannie DANIEL, a hearty, fierce old woman in her late seventies; grand-
parent of Paul, Mark, Mary and Ena. 
 
Mark DANIEL (1), in D, thirty, not much of a one for words; a tall, dark, 
long-backed, powerfully-built miner and special friend of Ross's, with 
whom he grew up. A buddle boy at six who has worked every non-feast 
day since. Having persuaded itinerant actress Keren Smith to quit her work 
and marry him, he begs an acre of land from Ross (actually, Demelza) and 
builds a cottage in five days for their home, but the effort so exhausts him 
that he falls asleep on their wedding night. When she strays into the arms 
of Dwight Enys, who lives nearby, he strangles her and hides out in disused 
mine workings before absconding to France. Later moves to Ireland, where 
he works for a Galway boat-builder. When Ross meets him four years later 



in W, he notes in Mark disastrous change: white hair, strength gone and, 
despite being teetotal, looking in his sixties rather than thirties. By MD, is 
dead. Played on screen by Martin Fisk (1975-76) and Matthew Wilson 
(2015-16). 
 
Mark DANIEL (2), known universally as Young Mark to distinguish him from 
his uncle, is the eldest son of Paul; in AT, goes night fishing with his father, 
Ross and others. 
 
Mary DANIEL, the elder of Paul and Mark's two sisters. 
 
Old Man DANIEL, the lame son of Grannie and father of Paul, Mark, Mary 
and Ena. Likes to recall being on Lake Superior in sixty-nine. 
 
Paul DANIEL, elder brother of Mark, who bests Paul at wrestling; husband 
of Beth and father of three (his eldest Young Mark); Jud Paynter's oldest 
friend; has to be assisted home after Julia's second christening party 
because drunk; another miner. 
 
Ralph-Allen DANIEL (1762-1823), a very rich merchant, middle-aged, 
comfortable, well thought of, with wide enough interests to guarantee his 
independence and sufficient innate caution to see the virtue in not taking 
sides. Big, stout and dressed almost plain as a Quaker. In BM, has recently 
built a mansion, Trelissick, on five hundred acres by the banks of the Fal. 
When Ross dines there, Daniel tries hard but in vain to persuade him to 
become a Justice of the Peace. 
 
DAWSON, in BP, an uncouth, stocky Place House servant introduced by 
Valentine after Selina's departure. 
 
Amador DE BERTENDONA, in BP, father of Amadora, Martin and Leon and 
father-in-law of Geoffrey Charles. Head of an old and impoverished but 
distinguished Spanish family; travels with his plump little Portuguese wife 
JACINTA to spend Christmas 1819 at Trenwith. 
 
Colonel Henri DE LA BLACHE, one of the King's Garde du Corps; in TS, 
younger brother of Jodie, the fiancée of de Sombreuil whom Ross met at 
Trelissick in BM. 



Mlle Jodie DE LA BLACHE, a widow, red-haired and brittle, who for eight 
years in Paris spied for England and the exiled King Louis; for two or three 
years the mistress of Marshal Ney; in TS, Ross is at last able to give her the 
ring entrusted to him in BM by her fiancé de Sombreuil.  
 
Colonel Sir William DE LANCEY (1778-1815), in TS, Wellington's American-
born Chief of Staff who, just before Waterloo, tells Ross where Jeremy and 
Geoffrey-Charles are deployed, which enables him to find his son later in 
the day; dies a week after the battle from cannonball trauma. 
 
Comte Louis DE MARESI, in BM, a somewhat volatile French emigré in his 
mid-thirties; short, slim, dashing, very handsome and very much aware of 
the fact; speaks English fluently but with an accent so thick as to hinder 
understanding; scented strongly enough to spoil the flavour of food and 
arrogant enough to go some way towards explaining the French Revolu-
tion; his propositioning of Demelza at Trelissick cuts no ice.  
 
Charles, Viscomte DE SOMBREUIL (1770-1795), in BM, a handsome, vital 
French emigré, twenty-six; a brilliant strategist and conversationalist with 

an oft-shadowed face, come to England to press for a British-aided French 
landing in Brittany to raise the Royalist flag; head of his Limousin family 
since the recent guillotining of his father and elder brother; the emigré 
Ross respects most; engaged to Jodie de la Blache; following failure of the 
Quiberon landing, de Sombreuil is executed with many others. 
 
Lord John DEVORAN, whose estate is near Kea in the neighbourhood of 
Truro, is introduced late in D as a fat dusty man dressed in snuff brown 
with a cold in his head from leaving off his wig; a Carnmore investor who 
chairs the meeting at which it is agreed the company's affairs should be 
wound up. Stands bail for Ross when he is tried for his life at Bodmin. In FS, 
discusses the siting on Truro's proposed new hospital with Basset, Ross and 
others. In MD, we learn that no one has seen Lady Devoran for years; when 
visitors call at her house, she hides in corners. In TS, is local hunt master, 
though George foots almost all the bills. [Note: Devoran has a promiscuous 
relative named Betty, first encountered in BM at the Warleggans' New 
Year's Eve Ball, where, being romanced by Robert Bodrugan and meeting 
him more than halfway, she is described as Lord Devoran's notorious 
stocky-legged niece. When mentioned next, in FS, she is his daughter, then 



in AT, his niece again and, in MD and TS, his daughter again; never one to 
resist a pair of trousers, she is reliably said to have at least three illegitimate 
children farmed out around the county – but niece or daughter? In the 
books, niece comes first but the final score is 3-2 in favour of daughter, so 
take your pick.] 
 
Les DOWNS, in MD, the auctioneer officiating at the Truro races sale in 
which George's loathing of Ross overmasters him again. 
 
Sir John EGERTON, from Cheshire; in SS, a grey-haired handsome fellow 
guest at Bowood who persuades Demelza to partner him at billiards. 
 
ELEANOR, in W, Caroline's maid. 
 
ELLERY, in BP, a Cardew servant. 
 
Jim ELLERY, in W, a miner injured by falling rock in Wheal Grace; in BM 
(where he is Tom in 3.1 but Jim again in 3.10), he accompanies Ross on the 
Quiberon expedition to rescue Dwight, during which his mate Joe Nanfan, 
also injured in the Wheal Grace collapse, is killed.  
 
John James ELLERY, a Sawle miner-turned-farmhand of poor competence 
employed in D by Francis. Married to PHOEBE. In W, aged sixty, dies after 
Dwight attempts to remove three of his teeth, which damages the doctor's 
reputation. 
 
Midshipman ENWRIGHT, in BM, a young prisoner in Quimper who rouses 
his fellow captives to the presence of liberators in their midst, upon which, 
in addition to Dwight, maybe a dozen escape. 
 
Dwight ENYS is introduced at Julia's christening party early in D and meets 
Ross for the first time soon after in Truro. Has a good head and face with 
the boyish turn of his cheek and jaw strengthened by a look of courage and 
resolve. Cornish-born, into a family of ancient lineage – an Enys fitted out 
and manned a ship to fight the Armada – he has just graduated in London 
as a physician and looks to settle locally to go on with his studies while 
taking a few patients. When first back in Truro, stayed with the Pascoes, 
where Joan took quite a fancy to him. Has a special interest in respiratory 



diseases. He is soon appointed mine surgeon of Wheal Leisure and living at 
the Gatehouse. One of his first patients is Keren Daniel, whose broken arm 
he sets and fate determines. In JP, where he is twenty-six, he travels to 
Bodmin to testify at Ross's trial and there encounters Caroline, who 
summons him to treat her dog. Shortly thereafter he removes from her 
throat a bone her previous doctor had overlooked. In W, his standing is 
harmed by the death of a patient whose teeth he removes but greatly 
helped by his cure of another's chronic lameness (using knowledge gained 
by exhuming a dead sailor, removing part of his leg and dissecting the 
knee). Plans to elope go awry when, having learned of Kempthorne's 
treachery just minutes before his assignation with Caroline, he is forced to 
choose between loyalty to his friends and life as a married, monied 
personage in Bath. Joins the navy and is appointed surgeon of the frigate 
Travail under Captain Harrington. After engaging the enemy whilst on 
Channel patrol, the ship is wrecked on the French coast and Dwight impris-
oned in Quimper. When freed by Ross and others, is skeletal, scorbutic, 
heavily bearded, very weak; weds Caroline whilst still convalescent. A child 
– Sarah – is born, but with a defective heart; she lives less than a year. By 
SS, two more – Sophie and Meliora – have arrived; both seen but never 
heard. Played on screen by Richard Morant (1975-76), Richard Cadman 
(1977), Andrew Readman (1996) and Luke Norris (2015-19). 
 
ETHEL, in LC, head parlourmaid at Place House. 
 
'Quack' EVANS, in TS, Jeremy's seasoned quartermaster sergeant; a Penin-
sular War veteran; a rough, tough Welshman known as Quack because he 
struts like a duck; wounded at Waterloo. 
 
The Hon. Helena FAIRBORNE, daughter of Lord Fairborne of Tewkesbury; 
in SS, a fellow guest at Bowood with Demelza and Clowance. 
 
George Evelyn Boscawen, third Viscount FALMOUTH (1757-1808), in FS, a 
sturdy, quietly dressed, reserved man in his late thirties; scanty hair; 
autocratic eyes; hit hard by his wife's recent death; fought in the American 
War, as Ross did, though they never met there; his long-standing feud with 
Basset is healed by Demelza; a wealthy Cornishman wielding powerful 
political influence. Through little older than Ross, he dies just before the 
start of SS, to be succeeded by his son Edward. 



Edward Boscawen, fourth Viscount FALMOUTH (1787-1841), in SS, taller 
and more heavily-built than his father, fresh complexioned, recently wed, 
still, at twenty-four, young in manner, but with a strong sense of purpose 
and ambition. Known to Ross since the age of ten, he is the sponsor with 
whom he must now deal.  
 
FOSTER, in JP, Jeffery Clymer's clerk. 
 
FOX (1), in D, a carpet manufacturer and Carnmore shareholder beholden 
to the Warleggans. In FS, in the '97 borough of Truro parliamentary 
election, casts a cross-vote for Ross and George, thus adroitly obeying his 
masters and defying them – a touching tribute to old loyalties. 
 
FOX (2) and Captain HARRISON, in TS, two patrons of Falmouth's Royal 
Hotel, where Stephen tries to get Jason a berth on Captain Buller's packet 
ship the Queen Charlotte.  
 
Dr Emanuel FREDERICKS, in BP, proprietor of the Fredericks Operatic 
School for Young Ladies in Woburn Court, Chancery Lane; the most 
exclusive of its kind in London; very short – no more than five feet – tubby, 
with a mass of grey curly hair cut to the shape of his head; clean-shaven; 
small feet; accepts Bella as a pupil and trains her for about a year. 
 
GARCIA, at the start of SS, one of two Portuguese soldiers – small, wiry, 
ragged – escorting Ross from Oporto to Bussaco. 
 
Tom GARTH, the Warleggan factor who suborns Jud at the start of JP; in 
BP, a good, knowledgeable all-round sort of man who, though he has never 
worked in a mine in his life, probably knows more of the blunt end of 
mining than George, Lander or Trembath. 
 
Jane GIMLETT and her husband John, a plump couple in their early forties, 
replace the Paynters at Nampara; tremendously eager, willing, competent, 
clean, good-tempered and respectful – in short, all Jud and Prudie were 
not. The Gimletts are still at Nampara in BP. [Note: WG once slips in MD by 
calling Jane Mary.] Played on screen in 1996 by Gabrielle Lloyd. 

 
Below: (i) Clive Francis and (ii) Kyle Soller as Francis Poldark 



 
 

 



John GIMLETT – see previous; the Gimletts came to Grambler from north 
Cornwall five or six years before their introduction in D; John tried setting 
up as a journeyman shoemaker but for the past year husband and wife 
have worked at a tin stamp and done casual work for Ray Penvenen, who 
recommended them to Ross. John fancies himself a weather prophet. 
 
Joseph GLOSSOP, in BP, owner of London's Royal Coburg Theatre; stout, 
astute and scrupulously polite, and Rory SMITH, his production manager. 
 
Frances GOWER, née Boscawen; sister of Lord Falmouth; aunt of Hugh 
Armitage; in FS, hostess at the Tregothnan house party to which Ross and 
Demelza are invited. 
 
Colonel Colquhoun GRANT (1780-1829), a Scots-born British army reconn-
aissance officer who, well-dressed and well-mounted, wears full uniform 
whether behind enemy lines or not; in TS, bony face, sharp dark eyes, able 
to speak five languages and be understood in three more; one of eleven 
children; a soldier since he was fifteen; Wellington's Head of Intelligence; 
after meeting Ross by chance after Ross's escape from Verdun, dispatches 
him to bear a message to the Duke's headquarters at Genappe, eight miles 
south of Waterloo.  
 
Mr GRATTON in SS, a guest at Lord Grenville's banquet at Boconnoc to 
celebrate Trafalgar; a tactless MP with a booming voice. 
 
Sir Charles Brune GRAVES-SAWLE (1816-1903) of Penrice; in BP, the High 
Sheriff of Cornwall; in his early fifties; the short, spruce man with a military 
bearing who requests Prideaux to investigate the spate of murders lately 
committed in the locality. [Note: though Sir Charles Brune Graves-Sawle 
did indeed serve as High Sheriff, it was not until 1872; at the time of BP he 
would have been three. The High Sheriff of Cornwall in 1819 was Sir Joseph 
Sawle Graves-Sawle (1793-1865), Charles's father.] 
 
Sam 'Old Man' GREET, in RP, a guest at Jim and Jinny's wedding feast; in 
FS, attends Sawle Feast. 
 
Tom GUILDFORD, in MD, a nephew of Lord Devoran; twenty-three and in 
his last year at Jesus, where he is reading law; one elder brother and three 



younger sisters; family neither rich nor poor; parents live in Hampshire but 
with property in Falmouth and Penzance; shorter than Valentine but the 
same colouring; sallow, dark; thin but strongly-built; not good-looking but 
a sweet smile that reveals uneven teeth; meets Clowance at Verity's and is 
immediately smitten. 
 
Goldsworthy Gurney (1793-1875), Cornish-born, near Padstow; a surgeon, 
scientist, inventor and musician; went to Truro Grammar School with 
Jeremy, though two forms behind; hears of his interest in steam through 
Andrew Vivian and, using a pseudonym, writes asking to meet. In LC, is 
junior partner in a Wadebridge medical practice, though doing most of the 
work – indeed, on the death of the other partner, he assumes sole charge; 
though just twenty, of startling maturity of mind; medium-sized but sturdy; 
dark-haired, full-lipped, heavy-lidded; knighted in the year of his death. In 
TS, calls on Jeremy in Brussels with his wife Bess (Elizabeth, née Symons of 
Launcells; ten years her husband's senoir) and their child. 
 
Robert GWATKIN (1757-1843), in AT, attends the Red Lion dinner which 
follows the opening of Cornwall General Infirmary. 
 
The Reverend Doctor Edmund HALSE, a small, spare cleric, scholar and 
magistrate, always known for his severity on the bench (he was one of the 
five who tried Jim Carter); Rector of Towerdreth, Curate of St Erme, 
Headmaster of Truro Grammar School (where Ross was an insubordinate 
pupil whom Halse frequently had occasion to thrash), High Burgess of the 
town and late Mayor. [Note: in RP, Chapter One the character is Mister but 
consistently thereafter Doctor Halse.] Played on screen by Peter Baldwin 
(1975-76) and Robin Ellis (2015-19). 
 
Harry HARRY, elder and nastier brother of Tom, the pair George's Trenwith 
gamekeepers. Married to Lisa (in LC, Liza) – though the brothers are said 
to share her between them. When Geoffrey Charles returns to Trenwith 
from Spain, the Harrys are given a month's notice. 
 
Tom HARRY, Harry's younger brother; a burly man with a heavy red face; 
less ugly of the two; in FS, hopes to wed Emma Tregirls, but loses her to 
Sam, whom he wrestles to defeat at Sawle Feast Fair only because Sam, 
with a Believer's humility, lets him win.  



Henry HARVEY, in SS, chief partner in Blewett, Harvey, Vivian & Co., the 
foundry at Hayle, fifteen miles along the coast from Nampara, which 
Jeremy, Paul and Ben visit twice a week for a year on a steam carriage 
building project; a stocky, corpulent man of thirty-six with straight hair 
worn in a downward quiff over his forehead. 
 
Miss Florence HASTINGS, cousin of the Earl of Sussex; in SS, a fellow guest 
at Bowood with Demelza and Clowance. 
 
Lieutenant Christopher HAVERGAL, in LC, a grey-eyed, good-looking, rich 
but untitled son of a Sunderland shipbuilder with long blond hair and 
something of Valentine's narrowness of countenance, which in age might 
become vulpine, but, at twenty-one, was in the full glow of youth; just 
transferred into the 43rd Monmouthshires with a reputation for wildness 
and eccentricity, arriving with two servants, a Portuguese mistress on a 
donkey and his own silver eating utensils – though behind his somewhat 
pretentious manner is a cool and astute brain he is not afraid to use; nor is 
he afraid of much else. In TS, now with a smooth and silky moustache, he 
first encounters Demelza and Bella in Paris at an Embassy reception; loses 
a foot at Waterloo; at the start of BP, now ex-Army with much shorter hair, 
he works in the City for Nathan Rothschild; mother dead, father estranged, 
still his love of and faith in Bella endure, but when he travels to Portugal 
on Rothschild business, she slips away from him to France with Maurice 
Valéry. By the time he catches up with her again at Nampara, her voice has 
been lost to illness. Unhappy ending? Think again. 
 
HAWKE, in FS, a servant of Lord Falmouth's at Tregothnan. 
 
Sir Christopher HAWKINS (1758-1829) of Trewithen; lawyer, member of 
Parliament, one time High Sheriff of Cornwall, Fellow of the Royal Society; 
bachelor and boroughmonger; landlord of the great Hallamannin Mine and 
of the silver-lead mines of the Chiverton valley; in AT, forty, with his own 
greying hair brushed back in wings behind his ears; a plump man, good-
humoured, but with small eyes both sophisticated and acquisitive; shrewd 
and cynical; looks a gentleman through and through, but one who knows 
all the ways and wickedness of men. In SS, after insulting de Dunstanville, 
the two fight a duel behind the Savoy, with George one of Sir Christopher's 
seconds; no injury results.  



Letty HAZEL, in BP, a prostitute Christopher visits regularly at Madame 
Cono's; a doll-like young woman, smartly dressed with wisps of excessively 
blonde hair escaping round her ears; Bella learns of her existence after a 
chance encounter in Little Swallow Street. 
 
Jane HELIGAN, in BP, a miner's daughter of nineteen who is attacked in the 
dark by a cloaked figure wielding a knife whilst walking from Trispen to 
Marasanvose. She fights off her assailant, slightly tearing his cloak, and 
flees to the nearest cottage. 
 
HENRY, in MD, an usher at Truro's Assembly Rooms on the night Valen-
tine's party go to see the Shamrock Players. 
 
Captain Will HENSHAWE, mine captain, first of Grambler, then, following 
its closure, of Wheal Leisure and Wheal Grace too; a large man with small, 
white hands; clever (his education cost his father a penny a week for eight 
months) and honest; Sawle Church people's warden; sinks money of his 
own into Leisure and Grace with profit – indeed, his last-gasp gamble on 
the latter brings wealth (albeit from tin rather than copper) to both himself 
and his employer. Late in SS, it is revealed he has left Cornwall after 
accepting a job in Wales. Played on screen by John Ringham (1975-76) and 
John Hollingworth (2015-17). 
 
William HICK, in D, one of Demelza's posse of admirers at the Celebration 
Ball; dismissed by John Treneglos as a town dandy. In FS, a carpet manu-
facturer and Truro's mayor, succeeded by Mr Warren. 
 
Mrs HIGGINS, in BP, the prosperous childless Zellah Hill farmer's wife who 
calls in Jane Heligan to see Philip Prideaux. 
 
Mr HITCHENS, known as Mister Eleven from the thinness of his legs; in FS, 
a borough of Truro voter in the '97 parliamentary election; in AT, supports 
Pascoe when in trouble – to no avail. 
 
Jacka HOBLYN, a domineering, quarrelsome man with his own tin stamp 
and upstanding hair; a nasty temper when roused; lives in Stippy-Stappy 
Lane, Sawle with his wife POLLY and daughters Rosina and Parthesia. Sails 
with Ross on the Quiberon mission to liberate Enys.  



Parthesia HOBLYN / MULLET, younger daughter of Jacka and Polly; in W, a 
little sprite of a girl, thin of body and slight of bone. At the start of AT, wed 
to farm hand Art Mullet, and already a mother; later in the book, bears 
their second; in SS, noisy, tooth-gapped and laughing, she has three. 
 
Rosina HOBLYN / CARNE, pretty elder daughter of Jacka and Polly, a cripple 
with fine eyes, seventeen in JP. In W, is courted by Charlie Kempthorne, 
which ends sadly for her and badly for him. Enys cures her lameness of 
eight years. As AT opens, a self-taught milliner and seamstress, living at 
home, companionable, industrious, twenty-five, unwed. Demelza brings 
her and Drake together, but marriage eludes her a second time. In SS, now 
six years 'saved', she is wed to Sam and living in Pally's Shop; though not at 
all fat, contentment and rewarding work have given her slender body a 
compactness and solidity; her skin glows with health and her beautiful eyes 
have become less expressive, more mundane; though not a love-match, 
the marriage suits both. Played on screen by Peta Mason (1975-76) and 
Amelia Clarkson (2016-19). 
 
Timothy HODGE, in TS, armourer aboard the Adolphus; a little fat squab of 
a man; swart, squat and jowly; dark of eye and skin and tooth, but a bundle 
of energy and practical efficiency; a literate French-speaker from St Ives; 
Stephen's most valued crew member who, in his forty years, seems to have 
done and been everything. 
 
John 'Wildcat' HOSKIN, in FS, Peter's short and stocky eldest brother whom 
Sam meets in Poole (or Pool – the book has both); with his friend Rosie 
Sampson, holds radical views concerning the plight of the poor; seeks 
"Justice for all!" One of fifteen rioters tried in Bodmin, he is sentenced by 
Lord de Dunstanville to death by hanging and, despite Ross's intercession, 
is not reprieved.  
 
Mr HOSKIN, in FS, father of John and Peter who cautions against taking the 
law into one's own hands, for it only brings trouble. 
 
Nick HOSKIN, in SS, a filthy old man with tin-grey hair and suspicious eyes; 
one of two Tresco brothers (the other SIMON, an old man with a growth 
the size of a goose egg on his forehead) who watch over the Philippe, a 
small French lugger left in the Scillies by Captain Fraser of the Unique until 



it can be reclaimed. When Stephen and Jeremy collect it, its cargo of contra-
band brandy is ten tubs short. 
 
Peter HOSKIN, in FS, from Poole, by Illuggan; younger brother of John; 
moved to Sawle a year before Sam Carne, with whom he wrestled as a boy, 
the two now fellow tut men in Wheal Grace.  
 
JENKINS, an old blacksmith from Marasanvose and Mingoose parish const-
able. Because Reath Cottage, where Keren is killed, lies in his bailiwick, he 
is charged by the local magistrates, late in D, with apprehending the 
fugitive Mark Daniel. Needless to say, he fails. 
 
JESSOP, in BP, Selina's Rayle Farm minder. 
 
JOANNA, in JP, an untidy serving wench at the George and Dragon, Bod-
min, where Demelza and Verity stay during Ross's trial. 
 
The Reverend (aka Cousin) William-Alfred JOHNS, in RP, a man like a yard 
of pump water; of bloodless piety but patent sincerity; steel spectacles; 
bony hands; scrawny neck; married to Dorothy, the couple having a family 
of seven. Presides over the wedding of Francis and Elizabeth in Sawle; late 
in D, becomes vicar of Mylor, across the river from Falmouth; in AT, is living 
in Plymouth; in MD, is dead. 
 
Dorothy JOHNS, wife of the Reverend William-Alfred, is introduced in RP 
as a dried-up prim little woman of forty with a reserved sub-acid smile and 
inhibitions ahead of her outspoken age. Will not use the word bowels even 
in private conversation and is capable of astonishing friends by refusing to 
mention certain subjects at all. Attends the christening parties of Geoffrey 
Charles in RP and Julia in D. 
 
Thomas JOHNSON, a big, dour, hard-headed man who, in D, attends the 
meeting at the Red Lion where plans to launch a copper company are 
progressed; a Carnmore shareholder.  

 
Below: (i) Mary Wimbush and Paul Curran as Prudie and Jud; (ii) Mel Martin 
and John Bowe as Demelza and Ross. None of the screen Demelzas match 
WG's creation; these Paynters, on the other hand, were superbly cast. 



 
 

 



John JONAS, the miller who, in W, witnesses the outcome of Caroline and 
Dwight's race from Bargus to Jonas's Mill.  
 
KATE in D, one of a crowd gathered three miles from Truro to protest food 
shortages. 
 
KEAST, in TS, the little sailor aboard the Adolphus who fetches the marlin 
spike needed to free Jason. 
 
Daisy KELLOW, in SS, dark, vivacious and amusing; brilliant eyes; her face 
a slender oval; her voice light, pretty and full of fun; has feelings for Jeremy, 
not returned. By the start of BP, has developed a cough, indicative of the 
dread disease (symptoms of which develop through the book) which has 
already killed her two elder sisters. 
 
Enid KELLOW, in SS, moved into Fernmore with her husband Charlie and 
family in 1806; mother of Violet, Paul and Daisy (with Dorrie, her first-born, 
having died in 1805). A dark cramped woman with eyes that don't focus, 
so one is never sure what she is looking at; a poor housekeeper, always 
harried and overworked; over-religious. Charlie is a red-nosed, pot-bellied, 
flatulent, half-ingratiating, half-resentful, shabby man, too fond of drink 
and always in debt; a partner in Kellow, Clotworthy, Jones & Co., coach-
builders and West Country stagecoach service providers; much away from 
home. Between TS and BP, the business is sold. 
 
Paul KELLOW, in SS, only son of Charlie and Enid; handsome and slight, 
with a slim, dark, feline face; too mature for his nineteen years; a little 
effeminate and greatly conceited about his looks, opinions and standing; 
has too much influence over Jeremy, with whom he and Ben Carter sail 
regularly to Hayle foundry; with two others, pulls off an audacious robbery 
which helps keep his father's ailing business afloat; kept an old-style lugger, 
the Enid, in the cove below Kellow's Ladder which he used for less 
respectable ventures to Ireland or France; in LC, Ben notes the presence of 
its wrecked remains. At the start of BP, Paul is married to Mary Temple and 
managing his father-in-law's estate near Probus, but when she becomes 
consumptive, like all his sisters, he leaves her to return home. At the close 
of the saga, held in Bodmin awaiting trial, his fate remains undetermined. 
Played on screen in 1996 by Jonathan McGuinness.  



Violet KELLOW, in SS, consumptive, rake-thin, eldest surviving Kellow 
sibling; fair, blue-eyed, pretty, vivacious, but brittly so; one of those girls 
who is devil-may-care because they feel the devil is after 'em; visited 
weekly by Stephen, who, when put to the test, justifies Clowance's doubts 
without qualm. When Violet dies soon after, he is by her side. Played on 
screen in 1996 by Nicola Wheeler. 
 
Mrs Henrietta KEMP, whose Christian name no one dare use; in D, an old 
woman who was nurse to the five Teague girls, who comes once a week to 
teach Demelza spinet; once the invitation to the Celebration Ball is 
received, she also gives instruction on the more popular dance steps and 
deportment. In BM, Demelza finds the lessons less fun because the more 
advanced pieces she's given are harder to play. Then, in AT, Mrs Kemp 
becomes one of the household, helping to look after the children – a role 
she retains through to the saga's end. She accompanies the Poldarks to 
Paris in TS, in which she is a practising Wesleyan in her mid-sixties (thus 
cannot have been "old" in D); a tight, ageless, dour little woman with 
gnarled hands, Cornish to the backbone, though genteely educated, from 
Mount Ambrose, near Redruth. She looks and behaves like a natural 
spinster – Mr Kemp, it is said, perished at sea long ago. 
 
Tom KEMP, in BM, a St Ann's man who remembers Tholly Tregirls without 
warmth or pleasure; involved in a brawl at Sally Chill-Off's. 
 
Charlie KEMPTHORNE, in JP, a yellow-toothed miner turned sailmaker of 
thirty-nine whose wife drowns before folk's eyes, though none make move 
to save her, leaving two daughters, Lottie (who will later consort with 
Stephen) and May for him to raise alone. Has consumptive lungs improved 
by Enys's treatment, a better-appointed cottage than his neighbours and a 
bit of ground back of Andrewartha's for swedes; he also keeps pigs. In W, 
he courts and is accepted by Rosina Hoblyn but abandons her and his two 
girls when exposed by Dwight as the informer and forced to flee for his life. 
Later found floating in the sea off Basset's Cove, having been in the water 
several days. 
 
Michael KENT, in FS, the Trenwith gamekeeper who, having helped beat 
Drake unconscious, belatedly shows a little compassion; in AT, where his 
name becomes Dick, he refuses to help burn Pally's Shop. 



Thomas KEVILL, in FS, a small grey man wearing a clerk's bob-wig; Basset's 
steward. 
 
KINGSLEY, in AT, the treacherous Pascoe's clerk who leaks confidential 
financial information to Cary Warleggan. 
 
Lieutenant David LAKE, in LC, TS and BP, a dissolute regimental friend of 
Jeremy's from Leicestershire; knew Valentine at Eton; one of the guests at 
Cuby's birthday supper at D'Angleterre in Brussels; spends a dissipated six 
or seven months, on and off, at Place House with Valentine after Selina 
leaves; assists in Georgie's kidnapping. 
 
Frederick LANDER, in LC, chief clerk at the Truro branch of Warleggan & 
Willyams; forty-five; a man with bad teeth and disagreeable breath but 
with the quickest eye for figures between Plymouth and Penzance; tells 
George of a development in the coach-robbers hunt; in BP, is beginning to 
take the ailing Cary's place at the rock-hard centre of Warleggan's Bank. 
 
Henry Fitzmaurice, the third Marquis of LANSDOWNE (1780-1863), in SS, 
the better-looking elder brother of Lord Edward; a little too precise and 
long-necked for perfection, but clearly a very good man, intelligent, serious 
and fully cognisant of his responsibilities. Was Lord Henry Petty, a Camel-
ford MP, until succession delivered him a marquisate, a large estate, three 
parliamentary seats and twenty-six thousand a year. Escorts Clowance into 
dinner at Bowood and seems suitably impressed. 
 
Louisa, Marchioness of LANSDOWNE (1785-1851), in SS, Lord Henry's wife 
and Demelza and Clowance's Bowood hostess; twenty-six; tall, fair and 
pretty with an unstudied and absent-minded charm; looks those she 
speaks to in the eye with uncommon straightness; three months forward 
with her first child; in TS, has two children. [Note: in BP, WG calls her Cath-
erine in error.] 
  
Captain the Hon. John LEVESON GOWER, a stocky, dark-clad man of forty-
odd; in FS, MP for Truro, in Falmouth's interest (as is George, in Basset's); 
Secretary to the Admiralty; husband of Frances (née Boscawen) and uncle 
of Hugh Armitage. [Note: whether intentionally or not, this character is a 
composite of two people: Rear-Admiral John Leveson-Gower (1740-1792) 



who married Frances Boscawen and was a junior Lord of the Admiralty but 
three years dead when FS opens, and his son Lieutenant Colonel John 
Leveson-Gower (1774-1816), MP for Truro from 1796 to 1802.]   
 
Sergeant LEWIS, Second Battalion, Seventh Fusiliers; at the start of SS, the 
sentry who challenges Ross before escorting him into camp.  
 
The Hon. Mr Justice Wentworth LISTER, in JP, the judge who presides at 
Ross's Bodmin trial; a bachelor and pessimist of about sixty years of age; 
sage, tall and cadaverous, with long tapering legs, slightly bowed, and an 
austere, lined face stamped by forty years of court rooms; shy when not at 
work with no interest in women. 
 
Robert Banks Jenkinson, second Earl of LIVERPOOL (1770-1828), British 
Prime Minister from 1812 to 1827; with Canning at Christchurch; in LC, 
slight of build, turning to stoutness; unpretentious, amiable, astute; eco-
nomical of movement and speech; a fluttering right eyelid; meets with Ross 
and offers him a baronetcy (declined) and the role of special envoy to Paris 
(eventually accepted). In TS, insists on the necessity of the baronetcy to 
help open doors in France – an argument Ross reluctantly concedes. 
 
LONGLAND, in TS, aide-de-camp to the Princess of Wales's brother, the 
Duke of Brunswick; a young horseman wearing a velvet suit and dancing 
shoes on the battlefield because recalled from the Duchess of Richmond's 
ball with no time to change; meets Jeremy with news of the very devil of a 
scrap at Quatre Bras in which the Duke was wounded (he later dies) but 
the Frenchies drove back. 
 
Captain LONGMAN, in FS, a stout bearded man in his early fifties, with a 
great stomach and a stiff leg; a naval surgeon from Devonport summoned 
to Tregothnan to attend Hugh Armitage. 
 
King LOUIS Stanislav Xavier XVIII, Monarch of all France (1755-1824) lives 
in exile during the French Revolution, the Napoleonic era and Waterloo, 
but is restored to the throne at the start and the end of TS. 
 
Mr LUKEY, in AT, one of the largest and most long-standing depositors at 
Pascoe's Bank, who, after Notary Pearce's death, clears his account.  



LYSON, in JP, John Trevaunance's stockman. 
 
General William MACARMICK (1742-1815), in FS, a florid gentleman; 
elderly, cheerful, outgoing; lots of opinions and keen to voice them; once 
MP for Truro, raised a regiment for the West Indies and made a fortune for 
himself in the wine trade. Polite and charming to everyone but, when 
seated beside Demelza at a Tehidy dinner, much too free with his hands 
for her liking. 
 
Bob MARSHALL, in MD, senior of the two drivers of the Self-Defence, the 
coach robbed by Jeremy, Paul and Stephen. 
 
Betsy Maria MARTIN, in BM to BP, a Nampara servant, presumably one of 
Mr and Mrs Zacky's brood; sixteen at the end of FS. 
 
Jinny (Jennifer) MARTIN / CARTER / SCOBLE, red-haired, fair-skinned first-
born of Zacky and Mrs Martin, who weds Jim Carter and is then left 
widowed with three children (Bengy Ross, Mary and Kate) when he dies 
shortly after being sprung from Launceston gaol. When she hears of his 
death, she tries to hang herself. By the start of JP, is married to Whitehead 
Scoble. Early in AT, is said to have had a third daughter, Betty, though, in 
SS, it is restated that Whitehead has no children of his own. From 1797, the 
couple run Sawle's only village shop, Old Mary Rogers's, bought anony-
mously by Ross through Zacky, where they make a quiet but comfortable 
living. In SS, Ben (Bengy Ross) lives with them in a back room, where he has 
built a pipe organ; in BP, Jinny is stout and grey, still fresh-complexioned 
and comely, but with a tight set to her mouth reflecting a life of struggle 
and prideful resistance to misfortune. Played on screen by Gillian Bailey 
(1975) and Gracee O'Brien (2015-16). 
 
Maggie MARTIN, in RP, a six-year-old daughter of Mr and Mrs Zacky. 
 
Matthew Mark MARTIN, one of the younger Martin boys; nine years old 
in D; assists Mark Daniel underground for sixpence a day; in LC, a servant 
at Nampara. 
 
Thomas and Gabby MARTIN, in TS, two more of Zacky and Mrs Zacky's 
children, both now married and living in Marasanvose. 



Zacky MARTIN, originally from Redruth, where he went to school until he 
was nine, but a Mellin miner since the age of twenty, when he started in 
Grambler. A quiet keen little man with humorous blue-grey eyes, freckles 
across the bridge of a large, intelligent nose and a permanent grey stubble 
which was never a beard and never a clean shave. Able to read and write 
his own name. Enjoys Ross's complete confidence. In D, becomes agent of 
the Carnmore Copper Company. In FS, is appointed Wheal Grace under-
ground captain (with Henshawe grass captain). Played on screen by Forbes 
Collins (1975-77) and Tristan Sturrock (2015-19) 
 
Mrs Zacky MARTIN, flat-faced, bespectactled, cheerful, competent wife of 
Zacky and mother of eleven children in RP and twelve in D. 
 
MASON, in FS, the groom who accompanies Hugh Armitage on his last visit 
to Nampara (but not Seal Hole Cave). 
 
Aristide MATHER, in TS, the doctor, recently arrived from Bath, first called 
in to examine Stephen after his riding accident; about forty, short, brisk, 
red-haired, with that capable, confident air Dwight always lacks. 
 
Frederick McARDLE, in BP, producer of Two Lovers of Verona (i.e. Romeo 
and Juliet renamed) at London's Royal Coburg Theatre; poached from Drury 
Lane; after a brief audition, employs Bella to understudy Juliet as well as 
take the secondary part of Balthasar for £4 per performance, increasing to 
£15 should she have to assume the title role; a black-browed, hard-faced 
Ulsterman with big hands, clumsy movements and a high reputation in the 
theatre. 
 
Lieutenant McARTHUR, in BM, a British officer involved in the Quiberon 
landing. 
 
Captain Hector McNEIL of the Scots Greys, introduced late in D to assist 
the hunt for Mark Daniel; a year or so older than Ross (both veterans of 
the American War); tall, plump, courtly, well groomed, with a great sandy 
moustache he likes to twirl and keen brown eyes; speaks with a Scottish 
burr; good-natured, shrewd, susceptible to women but holds duty in higher 
regard than any other consideration. Led on by Demelza at Bodrugan's 
birthday party before, at the last, she draws blood and leaves. At the start 



of SS, is a Brevet Colonel in the Peninsular War; later in the same book is 
promoted to Lieutenant Colonel. [Note: named Hector in D, FS and SS but 
Malcolm in W.] Played on screen by Donald Douglas (1975-6) and Henry 
Garrett (2015-16). 
 
Robert Dundas, second Viscount MELVILLE (1771-1851), First Lord of the 
Admiralty in Liverpool's first government; in TS, on the eve of his departure 
for Paris, Ross is briefed by Liverpool on his mission and instructed to 
report either to the PM himself or Melville. 
 
Sir John MITFORD (1748-1830), Attorney General; in AT, George bribes a 
member at White's to gain an introduction to Mitford, with whom he raises 
the question of Monk Adderley's "murder". His lecture on the law of the 
land and concern about a grave miscarriage of justice are ill-received. 
 
Sir William MOLESWORTH (1758-1797) of Pencarrow, near Wadebridge; 
in FS, a plump, middle-aged, well-dressed man with a grey moustache and 
healthy outdoor complexion who takes an interest in the siting of Truro's 
proposed new hospital. 
 
MORRISON, in AT, a Trenwith servant. 
 
Captain MORRISON, in MD, a caller at Verity's Flushing home during Clow-
ance's visit whilst estranged from Stephen. 
 
Art MULLET, in AT, the doltish husband (clearly a shotgun wedding) of Par-
thesia Hoblyn and father of their two children; a farm hand. 
 
MYNERS, bailiff at Killewarren, serving Ray Penvenen then Caroline Enys; 
a little man; in SS, as Myner, he plays jigs on the violin. In TS, Mrs Myners 
is in service at Killewarren also. 
 
NANCY, in D, a servant in the Choake household. 
 
Will NANFAN, a Mellin smallholder, Methodist and ringleader in the Trade; 
a big fair fiddle-playing man in his fifties with five grown children and a 
pretty second wife, the tall blonde Char whom Jud once lusted after; an 
uncle of Jinny Carter and old friend of Ross's who always knows everything 



of local affairs. In W, determines the whereabouts of the fugitive Mark 
Daniel whom Ross wishes to quiz about what he thought he saw in Grace; 
in BM, identifies the means of tracing Dwight, during whose rescue Will's 
bachelor son, Joe, is mortally wounded. In SS, has a doe-eyed daughter 
Beth, grey-eyed like Char, blonde, twenty-two and reputedly attracted to 
Stephen Carrington. 
 
NANKIVELL, in LC and TS, a little Warleggan groom. 
 
Arthur NANKIVELL, in SS, a Cornish Bank partner; a little man with a pitted 
chin who bears no animosity to the Warleggans and votes accordingly. 
 
Colonel William NAPIER (1785-1860), in LC, a thin, pale, lately married 
young man; the commanding officer to whom Geoffrey Charles, also lately 
married, discloses his wish to resign his commission. 
 
Nan NEWPORT, in D, a blowsy blonde of forty-five with a goitrous neck and 
large bejewelled hands – another Aaron Otway Player. 
 
The Reverend Mr Clarence ODGERS, a dessicated little man with a wife, 
ten children, dirty nails, a horse-hair wig and a cow, whose cure of Sawle 
with Grambler earns him £40 a year. While Francis lived, supping at 
Trenwith after Sunday service provided for himself and his spouse probably 
their only square meal of the week. In BM, bans Sam and his Methodist 
flock from Sawle Church, much to Drake's dismay. In FS, when the Sawle 
with Grambler living falls vacant, he petitions Elizabeth to plead his cause 
to the Dean and Chapter, and Ross asks Lord Falmouth to do the same – 
unfortunately, Whitworth seeks George's patronage, and prevails. In later 
books, becomes increasingly senile – in MD, muddling the baby's name at 
Henry's christening, in LC, needing to be tied by the leg to the pulpit to stop 
him wandering off partway through the service and, in TS, throwing his wig 
at the choir, thinking he was driving away greenfly. He dies in September 
1819, to be succeeded by Mr Profitt. 
 
Maria ODGERS, wife of the Rev. Mr Clarence, a tiny anxious mother of ten 
(by FS, three have died) who spread not an inch in the doing. Her mission 
in life is to agree with other people. In D, attends Julia's christening party 
with her husband.  



Polly ODGERS / STEVENS; the eldest child of Rev. Clarence and Maria; in 
BM and FS, Valentine's nurse; in AT, assists at the birth of Ursula; in BP, as 
Polly Stevens, is engaged as nurse of Valentine's son George. 
 
Henrietta OSWORTH, in BP, the cousin with whom Selina and baby George 
stay, first at Selina's Finsbury property and then at Rayle Farm, Tehidy. A 
tall, masculine woman with a wisp of moustache on her lip. 
 
Joseph Fouché, the Duke of OTRANTO (1759-1820), Minister of Police 
under Bonaparte; one of the signatories of the death warrant of Louis XVI; 
a survivor of revolutionary days who has been all things to all men for so 
long that what he believes in, except himself, is no longer clear. In TS, of 
medium height with a thin, ruddy, clean-shaven, simian face; wears his 
own hair, greying with a reddish tinge; small eyes of a deep bloodshot 
brown; dresses in black but nothing of the Christian about him; a chilly, 
assessing, fox-like gaze and cold, calculating mind; never forgets an injury 
or a favour. 
 
Aaron OTWAY is the leader of the troupe of travelling players who in D 
perform at Julia's second christening party, where Mark first sees Keren. 
 
John OUTRAM, in SS, the MP for a Wiltshire pocket borough whom George 
stays with on his second trip north. 
 
Andromeda (Drommie) PAGE, in AT, a yawning, semi-nude, empty-headed 
beauty of seventeen whom Monk Adderley escorts to the Portland Place 
reception; said to be the natural daughter of Lord Keppel; penniless and 
vicious. 
 
PARKER, in BP, a Cardew footman. 
 
Mrs PARKINS, in AT, landlady of the lodgings Ross favours when in London, 
6 George Street, off the Strand, near the Adelphi Buildings, eighteen 
shillings a week, carpeted and furnished; a tailor's widow; after remaining 
mute throughout that book, in BP she speaks at last (though WG misrem-
embers her house number, writing 14). 

 
Below: Robin Ellis as the Reverend Doctor Halse 



 



Nick PARSONS, in SS, the senior of three gaugers (one other, taller, is TOM, 
the other unnamed) who try in vain to arrest Jeremy and Stephen in the 
Veryan Bay cove. 
 
Harris PASCOE, in D, the sole proprietor of Pascoe's Bank in Pydar Street, 
Truro; a burgess of the town; introduced as a little ageless man with steel 
spectacles and a stammer; a man of peace who uses his own money for 
principled ends, but with no stomach for conflict; Ross's banker; father of 
Joan. In JP, having realised that the days of the one-man bank are over, he 
takes in three partners who prove, when tested, to be men of straw. In AT, 
Cary Warleggan contrives to bring down the bank, but, thanks to pro-
tracted lobbying by Ross, its debts are assumed and its name incorporated 
by Basset's, resulting in the launch of the Cornish Bank, of which both 
Pascoe and Ross are partners. Dies in 1810. Played on screen by Preston 
Lockwood (1977) and Richard Hope (2015-19).  
 
Joan PASCOE / PETER, daughter of banker Harris; poised, clear-skinned, 
clean-thoughted; raised in Falmouth but living in Truro; is introduced early 
in D at Julia's christening party, where Demelza quizzes her about the 
sailing schedule of the Lisbon packet. Attracted to Dwight and disappointed 
that her feelings are not reciprocated; in BM, aged twenty-nine, marries St 
John Peter. 
  
PATTY, in LC, a fluffy-haired servant in Verity's Flushing home. 
 
Jud PAYNTER is introduced in RP as a servant at Nampara, much interested 
in the malign indifference of providence and man to his own needs and in 
not much else. Two front teeth, prominent like gravestones; a shiny head 
with a fringe of hair giving him the look of a dissident monk. Workshy, wily 
and obstreperous but with a colourful turn of phrase. In D, he and Prudie 
are turned off by Ross and go to live in a tumbledown shack, half cottage, 
half shed, in Grambler. Thereafter employed irregularly by Mr Trencrom; 
in JP, is waylaid and beaten after supporting Ross in court (after being 
bribed not to); presumed dead, he recovers at his wake only to find Prudie 
has spent nearly all his money on giving him a good send-off; in BM, 
becomes Sawle parish gravedigger; in SS, is about seventy-eight and almost 
immobile, but survives to the saga's end. Played on screen by Paul Curran 
(1975-77) and Phil Davis (2015-16).  



Prudie PAYNTER, Jud's lousy, slatternly, common-law wife (never in church 
proper like a good maid should), ten years younger, four inches taller; a 
powerful body that bulges everywhere it shouldn't; suffers with her feet. 
Takes Demelza under her wing and, with Mrs Zacky, delivers her of Julia; 
likes a Sampson (brandy and cider with sugar; a Sampson-with-his-hair-on 
the same drink with double the brandy); Demelza keeps in touch. Played 
on screen by Mary Wimbush (1975-77) and Beatie Edney (2015-19).  
 
Nathaniel G. PEARCE, an effusive, gout-afflicted, Truro-based Notary and 
Commissioner of Oaths; a big man, not yet two and fifty when the saga 
begins, with a big face coloured a light plum purple from overeating. Has a 
Methody daughter called Mary in RP and Grace in D. Friend and solicitor of 
Ross; a whist partner of Ossie Whitworth. When he dies in AT, it is revealed 
that he has lost around £15,000 belonging to clients (including Ross) by 
rash speculation, which precipitates a decisive run on Pascoe's Bank. 
 
Sarah PELHAM, sister of Ray and William Penvenen, aunt of Caroline; lives 
in Hatton Garden, London. Another character with an inconsistent back-
story: in W, is the wife of a rich merchant and mother of seven, then, in AT, 
a merry widow, which is quite plausible, but, in BP, where she gives her age 
as seventy-eight, has no children of her own. In the same book she claims 
never to have travelled further west than Staines, forgetting that, in SS, she 
spent a fortnight with the Enyses at Killewarren. When Bella becomes a 
pupil of Dr Fredericks in London, she lodges with (and absconds from) Mrs 
Pelham. The Poldarks also stay with her in the saga's closing chapters. 
 
PENARTH, in BP, a fat young Methodist silversmith in River Street, Truro in 
whose shop Ross meets Valentine. 
 
Caroline PENVENEN / ENYS makes her entrance in JP at an election dinner 
in Bodmin; a tall, strikingly handsome, high-mettled eighteen-year-old 
wand of a girl with tawny red hair, fiery, wide-awake grey-green eyes and 
faint freckles across the bridge of her nose; she accompanies Unwin 
Trevaunance, who believes she will marry him, and carries a tiny snub-
nosed dog. Through the saga's remaining thirty years she will seldom be 
without a Horace, though not always the same one. An orphan whose 
father went looking for the source of the Nile and never returned and 
whose mother died soon after, she spends part of each year with her Aunt 



Sarah in London and the remainder in Oxfordshire with her Uncle William 
or at Killewarren. She has about £6,000 of her own but another £20,000 
held in trust, which she believes (rightly) Unwin covets more than her. She 
first meets Dwight after summoning him to attend her dog. A few months 
later he cures her "quinzy" (though she is not his patient) by removing a 
bone from her throat. She buys oranges for his scorbutic patients. They 
ride together, fall in love and plan to elope – but fate intervenes. By the 
time Ross reunites them, Dwight is committed to joining the navy and she 
sees him again only after he is rescued, in poor health, from a French 
prison. A godparent of Clowance and Henry. Her first daughter, Sarah, dies 
within a year; the second and third, Sophie and Meliora, fare better. By TS, 
Caroline is somewhat gaunt and has lost her bloom, though sharp as ever. 
Played on screen by Judy Geeson (1975-77), Fiona Victory (1996) and 
Gabriella Wilde (2016-19) 
 
Ray PENVENEN of Killewarren – not much more than a glorified farmhouse 
– is, in D, a Carnmore investor with up-country interests who wants the 
company's battery mill sited on his land, at half cost to him and half to 
Carnmore, with the eventual split agreed at 30:70. When the company's 
fortunes falter, he and Trevaunance transfer their loyalty to the Warleggan 
interest without qualm. In JP, a sandy, stocky, bespectacled man with wart-
covered hands and a thin, rather musical voice, wearing a coat sizes too 
big; fifty-three or four; not inhospitable, but over-careful with his money; 
the uncle of Caroline Penvenen, with whom she intermittently stays. In W, 
we learn there was a Penvenen at Prince Rupert's side at Marston Moor 
and that the family have been in west Cornwall for ninety years. When Ray 
develops a wasting condition, Dwight diagnoses the sugar sickness, which 
he can ameliorate but not cure. Penvenen dies a week after the birth of 
Clowance Poldark, with Caroline by his side. Played on screen by Patrick 
Holt (as Benjamin Penvenen, 1975-77) and John Nettles (2016-17). 
 
Joe PERMEWAN, a rheumaticky tanner and bass viol player; in JP, attends 
Jud's (supposed) send-off; in SS, is reported dead, with no children to carry 
on his business, which passes to his widow Edie. 
 
St John PETER, in BM, twenty-seven, a mop of fair hair and stooping figure; 
a cheerful, gay fellow and very good company, though not the most 
industrious or studious of men, having inherited a small estate quite young; 



in D, dances with Demelza at the Celebration Ball, assuring her they are 
cousins, since Ross's grandmother and his grandfather were brother and 
sister. In JP, is made vice-warden of the Stanneries; in BM, marries Joan 
Pascoe, two years his senior. In AT, is indebted to Warleggan's Bank to the 
tune of £12,000; Master of the Rame Hunt; consorts with some woman 
with expensive tastes in St Austell. 
 
John PETERS, in TS, an army friend of Jeremy's; one of the guests at Cuby's 
birthday supper at D'Angleterre, Brussels; a Wiltshire farmer's son recently 
married to a Belgian girl with a very difficult first name, shortened for ease 
to Denke (though Jeremy later teases him: "I know you'd rather be back in 
Brussels with Marita."). Killed by a French cannonball. 
 
Lord Edward PETTY-FITZMAURICE, younger brother of Lord Lansdowne; 
lives at the family home, Bowood, in Wiltshire, and elsewhere; in SS, an 
MP, twenty-seven, tall, rather clumsy; a craggy face but not bad-looking, 
not the greatest conversationalist, or the wittiest, but clean living and of 
good repute; meets Ross and Clowance at the Duches of Gordon's soirée 
and takes a shine to them both, which leads to Demelza and Clowance's 
invitation to Bowood for an extended stay. Though his proposal towards 
its end is refused, eventually steadfastness earns its reward. Played on 
screen in 1996 by Nicholas Rowe. 
 
Lady Isabel PETTY-FITZMAURICE, aunt of Lansdowne and Lord Edward and 
Demelza and Clowance's hostess when they visit Bowood; in SS, a stout, 
homely little woman with pince-nez on the end of a gold chain and an ear 
trumpet who reminds Demelza of Aunt Betsy Triggs; in BP, no longer mobile 
but still able to enjoy life. 
 
Lieutenant Hubert PHILLIPS, in TS, a slight young man with much of his 
right hand missing who travels from London to Cornwall in three days to 
hand-deliver a despatch from the Prime Minister to Ross. 
 
Lucy PIPE, in BM, half-obsequious, half-resentful maid of Aunt Agatha; fat, 
and everything about her short, especially her legs; more like a big dwarf 
than a small woman; eruptions on her skin, spirits on her breath, the roots 
of her hair choked with dandruff; a lazy slattern. Remarkably, still at Tren-
with when Ursula is born. 



Robert PLUMER WARD (1765-1846), a London-born lawyer, politician and 
novelist; in SS, easy-going, on friendly terms with everyone, greatly enjoys 
being in the know; at the Duchess of Gordon's reception, it is he who 
breaks the news to Canning and Ross that Prinny intends to stick with his 
father's ministers rather than form a new administration (with the reader 
left to conclude that the man who convinced him to change his mind was 
Ross). 
 
Aunt Agatha POLDARK (1697-1795), lives at Trenwith, the aunt of Charles 
and Joshua and the great aunt of Ross, Francis and Verity. Spirited, sharp-
eyed but nearly stone deaf, with a whiskery chin and hands that tremble 
and fumble unceasingly about in her lap, like wrinkled grey moles searching 
for something they can never find. The only character in the saga to have 
been born in the seventeenth century. Keeps a cat and caged blackbird. 
Looks forward eagerly to celebrating what she believes will be her 
hundredth birthday; five days before the event, George delights in telling 
her she has miscalculated by two years and her party is off, which brings 
about her death – but not before she lands on him a lethal blow of her 
own, although the life it claims will not be his. Played on screen by Eileen 
Way (1977) and Caroline Blakiston (2015-18). 
  
Amadora POLDARK (née de Bertendona), of mixed Spanish and Portuguese 
blood; younger brothers Martin and Leon; nineteen in MD, she first meets 
Geoffrey Charles when he is billeted with nine others on her father's family 
in Cuidad; they fall in love and marry. In LC, small both in build and stature; 
good-looking rather than pretty, with black hair curled and wisped about 
her forehead and a rather long, pear-pointed face; peach-fine skin; brilliant 
young eyes; expressions mobile and fleeting; sensitive; touchy; a prickly 
rose; eats like a bird. Late in the book, gives birth to Juana. By the end of 
the saga, has two children and is pregnant with a third. 
 
Charles POLDARK (1719-1786), father of five, of whom only Verity and 
Francis reached adulthood; stricken halfway through RP and dies towards 
its end, leaving Trenwith to his son. Played on screen by Frank Middlemass 
(1975) and Warren Clarke (2015). 
 
Clowance POLDARK / CARRINGTON / PETTY-FITZMAURICE, born in BM; at 
the start of SS, is almost seventeen and becoming somewhat pretty at last; 



fair and tall, though a tomboy still; long hair that streams behind her as she 
rides; broad across the forehead, her eyes grey and frank to a degree not 
totally becoming in a young lady of her time; mouth firm and finely shaped 
and feminine; quickly bored, as quickly interested. Having refused Lord 
Edward Fitzmaurice and Tom Guildford, she bigamously marries Stephen, 
but is widowed before it comes to matter; after his death, continues to live 
in Penryn and run his shipping business; in BP, when Edward writes to try 
his luck again, she is already considering an offer from Philip Prideaux; after 
talking it over with her parents, she makes her choice. Played on screen in 
1996 by Kelly Reilly. 
 
Francis POLDARK (1760-1792) inherits Trenwith after the death of Charles. 
The younger brother of Verity, cousin of Ross, husband of Elizabeth and 
father of Geoffrey Charles. Quixotic, whole-hearted, urbane, cynical; 
despises farming; has mining in his veins; always reading; wounded in a 
duel with Blamey; having betrayed the Carnmore shareholders, broken 
with George and heavily in debt, tries to take his life at Bodmin then loses 
it underground whilst prospecting Wheal Grace. Played on screen by Clive 
Francis (1975) and Kyle Soller (2015-18) 
 
Geoffrey Charles POLDARK, son of Francis and Elizabeth and nephew of 
Ross, born in RP; in BM, a tow-headed handsome boy whose friendship 
with Drake endures despite prohibition; in FS, is at Harrow. By the start of 
AT, has matured to become like Francis born over again – witty, lively, 
perhaps a little unstable, but good company for all that. In SS, is a captain 
in the Monmouthshires; lean and hard, face sun-tanned and keen, with a 
thin line of dark moustache; handsome in a rather hard-mouthed way that 
only the army or fox hunting can produce; an indented jaw, result of a war 
wound. At the end of MD, writes to report his marriage to Amadora. In LC, 
the couple pay a brief visit to Trenwith before, now promoted to Major, he 
returns to his regiment; back in Spain, their daughter Juana is born. In BP, 
a civilian once more, he is studying law. Played on screen by Stefan Gates 
(1975-77) and Harry Marcus (2017) 
 
Henry (Harry) POLDARK, born at the end of MD; a chattering toddler at the 
start of TS; in BP, the sturdiest and most easy-going Poldark, his flashing 
smile his handiest weapon; lazy when learning his letters, not studious or 
thoughtful, but well able to use his brain when he feels like it. 



Isabella-Rose (Bella) POLDARK, fourth child of Ross and Demelza; born 
between AT and SS, is eight at the start of the latter, and very dainty. In LC, 
eleven; dark as her sister is fair, black bobbing ringlets and the darkest of 
brown eyes; slender, vivacious, always thumping on the piano, always 
dancing as she walks; a powerful but unmusical young voice; never still; 
seldom silent. In TS, attracts the worldly war veteran Christopher Havergal, 
even though, albeit precocious, she has just turned thirteen (in BP, WG 
wrongly states fourteen). At the start of that book, now sixteen, she is taller 
with the strong nose and high cheekbones of her father, but feminine as 
ever with a slim sturdiness of figure which particularly becomes her. After 
a series of auditions, she elects to train with Dr Fredericks in Chancery 
Lane, whilst lodging with Mrs Pelham in Hatton Garden. After absconding 
with Maurice Valéry to Rouen, her Rosina in his Barber of Seville is well-
received; he seduces her just before Ross appears to escort her back to 
Cornwall; during the journey, she falls ill with what proves to be diphtheria, 
which she survives – barely – but her voice does not. No matter – she next 
appears on the London stage as Romeo in Shakespeare's play: another 
success, with Desdemona to follow. As the saga closes, she plans to wed 
Christopher and is about to become the most popular English actress of 
two generations, fêted and praised by the rich and famous. Dreams are 
made of this. 
 
Jeremy POLDARK (1791-1815) makes his entrance at the close of JP, a 
small baby, dark, active, thin-featured and delicate. At the start of SS, he is 
tall (an inch shorter than Ross), slender, nineteen, elusive, artistic; without 
his father's radical pessimism and his mother's impulsive vitality, he is more 
laissez faire than either, not taking life seriously and with no special wish 
to join the war. But animal cruelty angers him and steam interests him 
deeply – so much so that he designs and oversees the installation of a new 
Wheal Leisure pump. He meets a girl, Cuby, who saves him from arrest and 
falls instantly in love, but his suit goes ill; in MD, he plans and directs the 
theft from a stagecoach of Warleggan booty; in LC, despondent, he enlists 
with the 52nd Oxfordshires, then, at the end of the book, persuades Cuby 
to elope; they travel to and marry in London. In TS, promoted to captain; 
is shot at Waterloo, where he dies with Ross by his side. Played on screen 
in 1996 by Ioan Gruffudd. 

 
Below: (i) Eleanor Tomlinson as Demelza; (ii) Beatie Edney as Prudie 



 
 

 



Joshua POLDARK (1724-1783) is the first character named in the saga, the 
second to speak and the first to die. The best-known libertine in six 
parishes; an impoverished, landowner from whom, in the fifties and sixties, 
no pretty woman, married or unmarried, was safe. Father of Ross, younger 
brother of Charles.  
 
Julia POLDARK (1788-1790), first-born of Ross and Demelza; delivered by 
Prudie and Mrs Zacky at the start of D, speaks (unintelligibly) soon after the 
book's midpoint, becomes a healthy, sturdy, happy child with medium 
brown hair curling at the ends and dark brown eyes, but does not outlive 
its end. 
 
Captain Ross Vennor POLDARK, only surviving son of Joshua; lives at 
Nampara, the family home, Georgian, utilitarian, started by his father but 
never properly completed; returns at the start of the saga, aged twenty-
three, from serving in America with the 62nd Foot (in RP, Ross once says 
52nd). He is tall, lean and soldierly with a bony, distinguished, heavy-lidded 
face marked by a scar across one cheek (which is never specified); he limps, 
result of a musket ball wound to the ankle; his eyes are blue-grey in RP but 
blue in JP. He attended Truro Grammar School until thirteen, where he was 
frequently thrashed for insubordination and believed, before joining up, 
he and Elizabeth had a mutual "understanding". Headstrong, impetuous 
and emotionally inarticulate but capable of great compassion; sceptical of 
all religions; a contrarian by nature. Rescues Demelza at Redruth Fair and 
marries her four years later; the couple eventually have five children, of 
whom the first, Julia, dies in infancy and the second, Jeremy, at Waterloo. 
Regards Zacky Martin and Mark Daniel as special friends and George as no 
friend at all. In JP, stands trial for riot, wrecking and assault upon an officer 
of the Crown. In BM, declines the offer of a magistracy which Warleggan 
then accepts and leads a rescue mission into Brittany to deliver Dwight 
from detention. In FS, he replaces George as MP for Truro – the start of a 
political career which sees him rubbing shoulders with Wilberforce, Pitt, 
Fox, Perceval, Canning, Wellington, the Prince Regent and more. In AT, is 
challenged to a duel which his antagonist does not survive. In SS, finds 
himself holding the casting vote in a meeting to decide the future of 
Warleggan's Bank; in TS, is sent with his family to Paris as the Prime 
Minister's unofficial envoy and is made a baronet before he leaves – thus 
Sir Ross and Lady Demelza. Witnesses Napoleon's return to the Tuileries 



Palace; on the eve of Waterloo, becomes an aide of Wellington's; quits 
parliament; tries to save Valentine, but can't. Played on screen by Robin 
Ellis (1975-77), John Bowe (1996) and Aidan Turner (2015-19).  
 
Verity POLDARK / BLAMEY, named after her mother; daughter of Charles, 
elder sister of Francis, cousin of Ross and, following her marriage in D to 
Andrew Blamey, stepmother of Esther and James and mother of Andrew 
Junior. Lives before marriage at Trenwith and after in Falmouth. One of 
three godparents of Clowance. By MD, has moved across the harbour to 
Flushing, where her almost white hair shows off her still good complexion 
and unlined face; regrets not having had more children. Played on screen 
by Norma Streader (1975-77) and Ruby Bentall (2015-18). 
 
Simon POLE, in SS, Hayle foundry foreman. 
 
Clement POPE, fifty-nine in MD, the wealthy occupant of Place House since 
the death of Sir John Trevaunance; born in Kent but made his fortune in 
America; tall and thin; a bloodless, austere face like Robespierre; a long 
neck and high collar; spindly legs and a precise, in-toed walk; unctuous in 
company, like a draper; voice like an unoiled hinge; wed to Selina, whom 
he married in New York and dotes on; conversely, his daughters by a former 
marriage, Letitia (the plain one) and Maud (the pretty one, with golden hair 
which, if unloosed, falls to her waist), he subjects to harsh discipline. Dies 
of a heart attack early in LC after learning of his wife's infidelity. 
 
Selina POPE / WARLEGGAN, about thirty in SS; blonde, willowy and slender 
with small, elegant features, a high forehead with little wisps of curl falling 
down over her face; slant, wayward eyes of a forget-me-not, wisteria, 
Siamese blue; a wilful mouth; no sense of humour; born in Essex of an 
American mother and army surgeon father; marries Pope for his money; 
her painted toenails are the first Jeremy has seen; in LC, quietly weds 
Valentine in Cambridge with profound consequences for both of them and 
others. In BP, resentful of his dalliances, she takes their child and decamps 
from Place House first to Cardew then her property in Finsbury. 
 
Colonel Owen POWYS-JONES, in SS, a lecherous Welsh soldier of about 
forty-five on leave whilst recovering from wounds sustained in Portugal; 
short, trim and staccato, with close-cropped hair and yellow skin; eye as 



sharp as a cockerel's and with much the same end in view. At Bowood, 
invites Demelza to visit his Radnorshire home then uses an archery lesson 
as an excuse to embrace and paw her. 
 
Mackworth PRAED, in SS, a Cornish Bank partner with a long, bent, aristo-
cratic nose through which he sniffs, who advocates bringing down the 
Warleggans simply because it makes commercial sense. 
 
Philip PRIDEAUX, in BP, a fair-haired ex-cavalry officer; part-Cornish, with 
cousins in Padstow; late twenties; scrupulously dressed, tall and thin, very 
erect; long, bony fingers; small spectacles, frequently removed, which give 
him a patronising air; dark brown eyes; a veteran of Waterloo, still mentally 
scarred by his experience there; often taut as a wire; a bachelor friend of 
Harriet's with an intense interest in archaeology; recently returned from 
the West Indies where he was advised to retire from the army after killing 
a black orderly whilst suffering from blackwater fever; drawn to Clowance, 
to whom he proposes; tasked with identifying the mid-Cornwall murderer; 
fronts Ross and George's bid to buy Wheal Elizabeth from Valentine, so 
saving him from gaol; gravitating towards Cuby as the saga ends.  
 
HRH the PRINCE OF WALES / PRINCE REGENT / GEORGE IV (1762-1830), 
son of George III and queen Charlotte; regent from 1811 to 1820, due to his 
father's incapacity, then, for the last decade of his life, King George IV. In 
SS, where he quizzes Ross at length on military matters, he is described as 
a year or two younger than his visitor but an old man by comparison – an 
elderly hen as compared to an eagle. The lines of his face, the pouches, the 
pitted skin, the eyes – swimmy, shrewd, assessing, not altogether friendly, 
all show the evidence of soft living, self-indulgence, dissipation. But Prinny, 
for all his excesses, is no fool ...  
 
Mr Henry PRYNNE ANDREW of Bodrean; in FS, a very old friend of Eliza-
beth's parents and recipient of small favours from George; nevertheless, in 
the '97 borough of Truro parliamentary election, much to the Warleggan 
camp's dismay, he votes for Poldark and Gower. In AT, one of the few who 
continues to support Pascoe as his bank goes under. 
 
Mr RENFREW, a mine chandler from St Ann's; in RP, one of eight investors 
in the re-opening of Wheal Leisure. 



Peter REUMANN, in BP, a small, slightly-built man with obvious authority; 
musical director of the King's Theatre, Haymarket; the second tutor asked 
to give an opinion on Bella's voice and prospects. [Note: the book spells his 
name both Peter and Pieter.] 
 
Mr John ROGERS, in FS, a short, plump, middle-aged man from the south 
coast; Sir Francis Basset's brother-in-law and co-principal in Basset, Rogers 
& Co., one of Truro's three banks. In AT, this becomes two when Pascoe's 
is incorporated into Basset, Rogers & Co. to form the Cornish Bank, listing 
six partners including Pascoe and Ross. In SS, paunchier and loud-spoken 
because deaf, he votes against anti-Warleggan measures. 
 
Pally ROGERS, a Sawle fisherman, miner and ringleader in the Trade; hairy 
of body with a great spade beard; a Methodist; married to Aunt Mary, a 
fat, jolly woman smelling strongly of camphor, gullible enough to believe 
almost anything she is told. 
 
Arthur ROSE, in MD, the lawyer who boards the Self-Defence at Liskeard, 
delaying progress of the robbery and ensuring at least one valuable witness 
after the fact; sixty-odd; fat; Samuel Johnson-like; a mulberry complexion 
that contrasts with the silver whiteness of his hair; half-moon spectacles; 
sparkling diamond eyes; emanates goodwill; a widower with no children; 
suffers gout. Tells Trembath he remembers the two male robbers perfectly 
but (in)conveniently dies on his way to Cardew to denounce them. 
 
Samuel ROSEHILL, in TS, a London agent for Warleggan & Willyams Bank 
with an office in King William Street; wears a wig; a Jew. 
 
Brigadier Gaston ROUGIET, in TS, a thirty-eight-year-old French artillery 
officer Ross befriends at an Embassy reception; bouyant, frank, engaging, 
with a duelling scar on his face which makes Ross's look like a scratch; 
invites Ross to his Auxerre garrison; dies at Waterloo. 
 
Sid ROWE, in FS, a Trenwith gamekeeper who, with Tom Harry and Michael 
Kent, beats Drake into unconsciousness. 

 
Below: (i) Stefan Gates as Geoffrey Charles; (ii) Jane Wymark 

as Morwenna and Kevin McNally as Drake 



 
 

 



William 'Rosie' SAMPSON, so called because of his florid face; in FS, some-
thing of a malcontent; a friend of John Hoskin whom Sam encounters fresh 
from a meeting of fellow subversives agitatating for action against the 
millers and corn factors. Is arrested for riot and, after trial, condemned to 
death, the sentence later reduced to transportation, which in those days 
of war meant impressment in the navy.  
 
Matthew SANSON, a fat, pale miller and Warleggan cousin whom, in D, 
Ross catches cheating at French ruff and throws in the river; drowns when 
the Queen Charlotte is wrecked in Nampara Cove on 7 January 1790. Played 
on screen by Milton Johns (1975) and Jason Thorpe (2015). 
 
Mr SAUNDERS and Mr TUCKING, in BP, substantial North Country men in 
their fifties, the first with a beard, the second with a paunch, on a tour of 
inspection of some of the West Country properties in which they have 
invested money; Valentine's meeting with them at Wheal Elizabeth is inter-
rupted by Agneta. 
 
Madame Lotti SCHNEIDER, in BP, a fair-haired, buxom, handsome woman; 
the third tutor asked to pronounce on Bella's voice. 
 
Whitehead SCOBLE, in D, a steady childless widower in his thirties; a Wheal 
Leisure miner living in a little cottage beyond Marasanvose who wishes to 
wed Jinny Carter, also widowed. Though she expresses reluctance, by the 
start of JP they are married. All remains well under the closure of Leisure; 
he then leaves to seek casual work and takes to drinking. In '97, using Ross's 
money, Zacky fronts the purchase of Sawle's one village shop and sets Jinny 
up in business; soon after, chastened by a spell in gaol, Whitehead returns 
and the two settle down to make a go of it. Is stepfather to Jinny's three 
children (though none bear his name) but has none of his own, to which 
disappointment, as he passes fifty, he becomes reconciled. By TS, very deaf, 
is dominated by Jinny. 
 
Mr SHERIDAN, in SS, a stout, elderly member of the government (whom 
Canning dismisses as a drunk) who arranges for Ross a decisive audience 
with the Prince Regent. 
 
SIMPSON, in BP, a Cardew footman. 



SMALLWOOD, in TS, a ginger-haired Warleggan groom. 
 
Kerenhappuch (Keren) SMITH / DANIEL, about nineteen; the best actress 
in the Aaron Otway Players, a troupe of seven itinerant performers 
engaged by Ross in D to present a play in the library at Nampara on the 
night of Julia's second christening party. The watching Mark Daniel sees 
her as slender, sleek, glistening, dainty, different from all other women – 
in short, falls hopelessly, helplessly in love with her, which seals the malign 
fate of them both. Played on screen by Sheila White (1975) and Sabrina 
Bartlett (2015). 
 
S. SOLOMON, Truro Goldsmith and Pewterer with a little shop in St Austell 
Street; a tall old Jew from whom, in D, Ross buys for ninety guineas a gold 
filigree brooch set with a single good ruby and a small circlet of pearls, 
probably Venetian or Florentine, in anticipation of Demelza's first Truro 
ball; in MD, adapts for Jeremy a locket intended for his mother containing 
a sample of hair from each of her children.  
 
Arthur SOLWAY, in FS, a Truro librarian; tall, thin and spectacled; narrow 
shouldered, with a scholar's stoop; a young, kindly and anxious face; the 
eldest of ten children, his father a carpenter. Encouraged by Rowella, 
whom he marries, he wrings from Whitworth a dowry of £500. When he 
learns of Rowella's adultery with the cleric, he ambushes him on his way 
home, causing his death.  
 
Tabbie SOLWAY, in AT, Arthur's sister, subject to fits.  
 
Lord Fitzroy SOMERSET (1788-1855), in TS, acting British Ambassador in 
Paris; young, handsome, fresh-complexioned with penetrating eyes and 
the high-beaked nose of his Boscawen mother; loses his right arm at Water-
loo; said next morning to be practising writing with his left hand. 
 
Marshal SOULT (1769-1851), in TS, Louis XVIII's Minister of War who, on 
Bonaparte's return from exile, switches allegiance; Napoleon's chief of 
staff during the Waterloo campaign; later French Prime Minister. 

 
Below: (i) Robin Ellis and Angharad Rees as Ross and Demelza; (ii) Judy 

Geeson and (iii) Gabriella Wilde as Caroline 



 
 

 
 
Lieutenant SPADE, in BM, a Quimper inmate, late of H.M.S. Alexander; 
escapes in the confusion after Ross and co. enter camp and subsequently 
returns to Falmouth with them aboard the Sarzeau. 



Benjamin SPARROCK, M.D., in JP, lives in a cottage off the main turnpike 
road between Chacewater and St Day; full of odd shafts of wisdom in his 
chosen profession, Sparrock is, like his friend Enys, that rarest of things, a 
physician with half a grain of common sense. 
 
Edward STACKHOUSE, in SS, a Cornish Bank partner who counsels no active 
anti-Warleggan expedients. 
 
Mrs STEVENS, Andrew Blamey's Falmouth housekeeper. 
 
STEVENS (1), in AT, a Trenwith butler. 
 
STEVENS (2), in MD, junior of the two drivers of the Self-Defence, the coach 
robbed by Jeremy, Paul and Stephen. 
 
Joe STEVENS, Lily TRIGGS and Mary BILLING, in TS, three of the group of 
fifteen who waylay Music as he walks home from the Bounders Arms and 
put him in the churchyard stocks. 
 
The Hon. St Andrew ST JOHN (1759-1817), in AT, a tall dark man of forty; 
Mrs Pelham's "special friend"; a bachelor (he eventually married aged 
forty-eight), landowner and barrister who was under-secretary of state for 
foreign affairs under Fox when only twenty-four; in the wilderness since, 
but enjoying London life and, most of all, it seems, Mrs Pelham. She brings 
him back to her Hatton Garden home whilst Ross and Demelza are supping 
there with Dwight and Caroline. 
 
Matthew SYLVANE of Blackwater, Penryn, a narrow adenoidal doctor of 
forty-five or so who seems to do nothing without the help of his nose; in 
W, requests Enys to give a second opinion on Ray Penvenen's unresp-
onsive wasting condition. 
 
Mr SYMONS, a little dandy with a mincing voice who always wears two 
watches; in FS, a voter in the '97 borough of Truro election. 
 
Emily TABB, wife of George (see below), two of the Poldarks' Trenwith 
servants. At the start of FS, is living in a Truro lean-to with her husband 
where, still industrious despite ill-health, she takes in washing. 



George TABB, husband of Emily; a faithful servant of the Poldarks all his 
life. As the last male servant at Trenwith, felt himself able to take certain 
liberties even before Francis died, and afterwards became subtly less easy 
for Elizabeth to handle. Dismissed by Warleggan, who, at his wife's request, 
finds the pair another position they cannot retain. At the start of FS, George 
Tabb, aged sixty-eight, is a horse keeper and porter at Truro's Fighting 
Cocks Inn, where, grown too fond of the bottle, he lives in a lean-to beside 
the inn with his wife. 
 
Jean-Lambert TALLIEN (1767-1820), a treason-plotting acolyte of Otranto; 
supervised the execution in BM of de Sombreuil and others; responsible 
for sending Robespierre to the guillotine;  in TS, of medium height; about 
fifty but still on the hunt; disagreeably attractive; smells of lavender; long, 
pendulous nose and sensuous lips, the lower of which has a deep cleft in 
it; skin the colour of a man who has had yellow fever; wears a patch over 
one eye, the other dark brown, bright and twinkling; a great lecher all his 
life; quickly at daggers drawn with Ross, whom, the day after Napoleon's 
return to Paris, he arrests as a spy. 
 
Mr TANKARD, in JP, a lawyer working for George who, in visiting Jud in 
Grambler, passes himself off as an attorney acting for the Crown in Rex v. 
Poldark; a tall emaciated man with eyes so close together as to suggest a 
cast. Still employed in TS. 
 
Mrs TEAGUE, a maleless, twittering gossip living on three per cents and a 
few acres of land with five unwed daughters in RP – among them, FAITH, 
the eldest, a hopeless old maid, JOAN, the middle one, going the same way, 
and Hope – and four (see Ruth TEAGUE) in D. AT notes Mrs Teague has been 
gathered to her ancestors. 
 
Patience TEAGUE, fourth of Mrs Teague's five daughters, has hopes in D of 
ensnaring George, but he complains to Francis that, though a nice enough 
girl in an on-coming sort of way, she has no true breeding about her – and 
her legs are on the short side. 
 
Ruth TEAGUE / TRENEGLOS is introduced in RP as the youngest and least 
attractive of Mrs Teague's five daughters. She dances with Ross at the 
Easter Charity Ball, weds John Treneglos and exchanges barbed insults with 



Demelza at the Trenwith Christmas party and whenever after she gets the 
chance. Towards the end of W, is expecting her fourth child. In AT, a little 
over thirty, is becoming fat, perhaps as a result of her litter of children. 
 
THOMAS, in W, a Killewarren footman. 
 
Art THOMAS, in SS, the middle Thomas, a year older than Music; paying 
outrageous court to Widow Permewan, thirty years his senior and fat and 
round as a saffron bun. What he really covets, of course, is her late 
husband's tannery, but, even if he gets it, will he, lickerish as he is, be 
content with what Edie has to offer? Thanks to Music's unfortunate mix-
up, she eventually consents – but after the wedding, things in the Thomas 
cottage are not the same, for Art was the home-maker, the tidy one, the 
one who saw to the food and occasionally swept the floor. In LC, one of the 
casual hands who helps reap Nampara's harvest. 
 
John THOMAS, a fisherman; eldest and most responsible of the Thomas 
brothers who, it is reported in SS, moved from Porthtowan to Grambler a 
few years ago to live next door to the Paynters; Wesleyans and teetotallers 
all, but not free from sin even so. Every day when not at sea, John visits 
Winky Mitchell in her cottage on the other side of the village, staying from 
five till ten, regular as clockwork. With a twitchy eye and deaf, bed-ridden 
husband, her shameless wanton ways are well known. By TS, John is living 
with the Mitchells, leaving Music alone in the Thomas cottage.  
 
Music THOMAS, in SS, singing at the top of his thin alto voice, he leads the 
St John's Eve torch procession with Sephus Billing. Youngest and oddest of 
the three Thomases; about twenty; tall, thin and gangling with a stooped, 
weedy figure and distinctive, lolloping, twine-toed walk; dazed blue eyes; 
a gadfly; not quite a simpleton; a part-time stable boy at Place House, 
where he develops feelings for parlourmaid Katie Carter. Seeks Dwight's 
advice on how to be more normal and, with his help, eventually marries 
her, his voice now tenor. When Selina is succeeded at Place House by 
Butto, the couple relocate to Trenwith. 
 
Mr Samuel THOMAS of Tregolls; another old friend of Elizabeth's parents 
and recipient of small favours from George (see PRYNNE ANDREW); in the 
parliamentary election at the end of FS, he too declines to vote for 



Warleggan – put off, perhaps, by the unsubtlety of Elizabeth's pre-election 
house call. 
 
Fanny THOMPSON, in AT, a Drury Lane performer who closes the show 
attended by Ross and Demelza with a popular song. 
 
TINA, Prudie's cousin from Marasanvose who comes over for company 
when, in JP, Jud is believed dead; mentioned again in FS and HD. 
 
Richard TONKIN, the manager and one of the shareholders of United 
Mines, the largest tin and copper combine in Cornwall. In D, persuades 
Ross to spearhead the formation of the Carnmore Copper Company (of 
which Tonkin becomes a shareholder) to break the buyers' cartel artificially 
depressing the price of copper. Its failure causes him to lose his position 
and the best part of his life savings. Leaving mining, he then, in partnership 
with Harry Blewett, buys a small boat-building business in East Looe which 
prospers. 
 
Ted TREBETHICK, with a voice that belongs in a male voice choir; in BP, the 
Wheal Elizabeth mine captain appointed by the North Cornwall Mining 
Company. 
 
Uncle Ben TREGEAGLE, ageless and gipsy-like with his thin black curls; choir 
leader; in JP, with his wife (see next) attends Jud's wake. 
 
Aunt Sarah TREGEAGLE, midwife and layer-out; Uncle Ben's putative wife; 
called late in D to help nurse the sick at Trenwith. 
 
Bartholomew (Tholly) TREGIRLS, in BM, a big powerful hawk-faced man of 
forty-six, stooping, seedy and subject to tissick, with the square shoulders 
of an asthmatic but the look of a pirate; flat nose, dark hair grizzling, ice-
grey eyes, one puckered by a scar which makes Ross's look like a cat's 
scratch, a shambles of decayed teeth and, in place of his left hand, a steel 
hook more suitable to a butcher's shop. Carries the bones of his lost limb 
in a bag at his waist so as not to be deficient in the afterlife. Has a 
disreputable past involving womanising with Ross's father until, forced to 
flee in '81 in fear of his life, he went to sea (where he killed more men than 
he can count), leaving a wife – Agnes, who died three years later – and two 



children destitute. Dies of cancer in TS. Played on screen by Duncan Lamont 
(1977) and Sean Gilder (2017-18). 
 
Emma TREGIRLS / HARTNELL, nineteen in BM; tall, bold and good-looking 
daughter of Tholly; candid eyes alive with animal vitality, black hair tinged 
with red-copper, as if dyed, white skin; a kitchen maid at Choake's with a 
reputation for promiscuity. In FS, quits Tom Harry because drawn to Sam. 
Through Delemza gets a maid's position at Tehidy and leaves for a year to 
test the strength of their mutual attraction. Later writes to tell him she 
plans to wed second footman Ned Hartnell, twenty years her senior, with 
whom she fights but rarely. In MD, after Ned receives an inheritance, the 
couple buy the Bounders Arms, between Sawle Church and Fernmore, and 
move in with their two sons [named in LC as Sammie and Beth!]; her gay 
cheerfulness and brilliant black eyes make her popular with the customers. 
They'll never make a fortune there, but twill serve. Played on screen by 
Trudie Styler (1977) and Clara Charteris (2017-18). 
 
Lobb TREGIRLS, in BM, abandoned son of Tholly and elder brother of Emma 
who, small and quiet, takes after his dead mother; married with a brood of 
children; works a tin stamp in Sawle Combe; convicted of theft at seven-
teen and sent to Bodmin for a month's hard labour; sustains a rupture on 
the treadmill there which leaves him unfit for heavy work and with a 
grudge against life in general and his father in particular. Dies in 1814. 
 
Mary TREGIRLS, in FS, wife of Lobb; a bedraggled thin woman who might 
have been pretty not so long ago. 
 
Widow Sally TREGOTHNAN (aka Sally Chill-Off), a loud, laughing, buxom 
woman of forty-odd, in JP owns a kiddley in Sawle. One of four public 
houses in the village, and supposed to sell nothing stronger than beer, Sally 
is ever ready to add a little something to "take the chill off". 
 
Mistress TRELASK, in D, a Truro dressmaker from whom Ross orders a new 
gown for Demelza to wear at her first County ball; assisted by Florence 
TRELASK, her daughter. 
 
Hector TREMBATH, in SS, the notary who picks up the pieces of Pearce's 
ruined practice and, with George's help (which makes him George's man), 



sets it back on its feet; thirty-eight, tall and slim with a lisp and mincing 
walk which makes some people think he is not entitled to the wife and two 
childen he claims.  
 
William TRENCROM, though mentioned in D, is only introduced to the 
reader in the second half of JP when he seeks and eventually gains 
permission from Ross to run smuggled goods through Nampara Cove. A 
stout, wheezy, breathless man with but two enemies – the gaugers and his 
own bronchial tubes. Rich but careful not to flaunt his wealth, he lives in a 
secluded, unpretentious six-roomed house half a mile from St Ann's; owns 
the One and All, a cutter of seventy tons. Though everyone, magistrates 
included, understands that his chief business is pursuing the Trade, he is 
one of those peculiar people who have an iron in every fire and a talent, 
like the Warleggans, of turning his interests – seines, tucking mills, tin 
stamps, little shops – into money; his Carnmore shares prove almost the 
only substantial loss of his career. In W, his business affairs are disrupted 
by an informer who is eventually unmasked by Dwight. [Note: is named 
William in D but Hubert in BM.] Played on screen by Leon Sinden (1975-77) 
and Richard McCabe (2016-17). 
 
Agneta TRENEGLOS, the twenty-nine-year-old half-saved eldest daughter 
of John and Ruth; in SS, a narrow-eyed eccentric; in BP, peculiar, to say the 
least; had fits, but has grown out of them; the only dark Treneglos; the 
apple of her father's eye; tall and sallow with lank, shiny hair, startling 
errant brown eyes, a good figure and lips that tell you she has too many 
teeth waiting to be exposed. Seduced by Valentine; becomes BP's third 
murder victim. 
 
Emmeline TRENEGLOS, in BP, daughter of John and Ruth; sister of Agneta 
et al.; the nicest of the Treneglos family. 
 
Horace TRENEGLOS of Mingoose; an elderly widower; sons John, Richard 
and one other; a magistrate and scholar; a tall, heavily-built man whom 
deafness has made rather clumsy. A fellow investor with Ross in Wheal 
Leisure, which is partly on his land. In TS, "long since dead". 
 
Horrie TRENEGLOS, in MD, son of John; the two take five shares each of 
the thirty-six offered in the newly re-opened Wheal Leisure; when drunk 



(thus possibly unreliably) says he intends a naval career, like his (unnamed) 
brother. Has a curious fancy for dowdy girls, of whom he has bedded many, 
resulting in two paternity suits requiring quarterly payments to abandoned 
servants. In BP, lives with his wife and child in Minehead. 
 
John TRENEGLOS, son of Horace and husband of Ruth (née Teague), who 
bears him several children, among them Jonathan, Agneta, Davida, Horrie, 
Emmeline, Faith and Paula; the second-best amateur wrestler in thirty 
miles; a freckled, sandy face; at the end of RP, takes a shine to Demelza at 
the Trenwith Christmas party; in W, wins a toss with Hugh Bodrugan to 
enter her room, only to find it bare; in SS, buys Wheal Leisure shares from 
a hard-pressed George for himself and Ross; in BP, approaching sixty-two, 
some of his muscle now turned to fat, he is still a formidable figure; 
although years of indulgence have left lines on his face and pits in his skin, 
his once-red hair, now almost white, is as upthrusting as ever and his 
strong, heavily-spotted hands look capable of dealing with any miscreant 
who happens to cross him. Played on screen by Stephen Jack (1975) and 
Daniel Cook (2015). 
 
Jonathan TRENEGLOS, in LC, another son of John and Ruth; accompanies 
his brother Horrie to Geoffrey Charles's Trenwith party. 
 
Peter St Aubyn TRESIZE, a magistrate and High Burgess of Truro. In D is a 
Carnmore shareholder with substantial debts owing to Warleggan's Bank, 
secured against land, which he will not surrender, and other assets – 
including his Carnmore shares – which he will. In JP, becomes a partner in 
Pascoe's Bank. 
 
Cal TREVAIL, in LC, legitimate son of Nancy, half-brother of Dick; works at 
Nampara but borrowed for the day by Geoffrey Charles to help at his 
Trenwith party, where Cal manoevres to sit next to Dorothy Ellery, a Place 
House kitchen maid. 
 
Clemency TREVANION, in SS, Cuby's elder sister; a plain but amiable girl; 
plays the harpsichord. 
 
Cuby TREVANION / POLDARK, in SS, younger sister of John, Augustus and 
Clemency whom Jeremy falls in love with at first sight; startling hazel eyes 



under coal-black brows; a face seeming arrogant in repose but brilliantly 
illumined, like a conjuring trick, when she smiles; more round than oval and 
pale like honey, it is befringed with darker brown hair, nearly straight and 
a little coarse; not pretty like Daisy Kellow, but turns his heart over; sings a 
little; pursued by John-Evelyn Boscawen; in LC, after her arranged marriage 
to Valentine falls through, she capitulates and weds Jeremy at last. In TS, 
war leaves her a widow expecting her late husband's child; Noelle is born 
on St Stephen's Day at Nampara. As the saga ends, it seems likely that she 
will pair with Philip Prideaux. Played on screen in 1996 by Amanda Ryan. 
 
Major John TREVANION of Caerhays, an estate of a thousand acres, half 
farm, plus another five hundred or so in and around the Roseland penin-
sula; of a family dating back to 1313; born a Bettesworth but changed his 
name at twenty-one; High Sheriff of Cornwall at twenty-four then, for a 
short while, MP for Penryn; has the high arrogance typical of some Whigs; 
lives with his mother (Mrs Bettesworth), brother (Augustus), two sisters 
(Clemency and Cuby) and two young sons, whose mother Charlotte, John's 
wife, has lately died. For the past four years, employing Nash, he has spent 
heavily on transforming the family home into a faux castle; this and a taste 
for gambling have left him heavily in debt. Thin and florid-faced, though 
still in his early thirties, with blue eyes gone bloodshot and fair, starched 
hair growing sparse at the front; before his wife's death, always optimistic, 
ambitious and high-spirited; since, temperamental, hectic, overwrought. 
Bluntly warns Jeremy off Cuby because he's "not good enough" (meaning 
"not rich enough"). Draws up a complex legal agreement with George that 
effectively sells Cuby into marriage with Valentine. In BP, flees abroad to 
escape his creditors; last reported living in Antwerp. Played on screen in 
1996 by Tom Mannion. 
 
Sir John TREVAUNANCE, a widowed and childless baronet, of Place House, 
St Ann's, an unbecoming Palladian residence put up in the early years of the 
century and sold after his death out of the family; elder, more prosperous 
brother of Unwin; a sister, Mrs FRENSHAM, is introduced in W. Not only 
invests in Carnmore in D but also allows the company's smelting works to 
be built on his land. When the going gets tough, he reaches an accommo-
dation with the Warleggans, thus saving himself at the expense of other 
shareholders. At the start of JP, Demelza ingratiates herself to him by 
curing one of his best cows of Tail-Shot. Dies between AT and SS. 



Unwin TREVAUNANCE is introduced in JP as thirty-six or seven, tall, long-
faced and masterful, with a cleft between the eyes which deepens when 
he frowns; a much more impressive personality than his elder brother Sir 
John, but without his knack of making money; Mrs Frensham is their sister. 
He stands successfully for re-election as Member of Parliament for Bodmin 
(of which there are two). His hopes of marrying flighty heiress Caroline 
Penvenen are disappointed. Inherits Place House on his brother's death 
and immediately sells it to a rich merchant called Pope. In MD, is married 
to heiress Lucy Frant of Andover. Played on screen by Peter Clay (1975) and 
Hugh Skinner (2016). 
 
Richard TREVITHICK (1771-1833), strong steam pioneer; brother-in-law of 
Henry Harvey; in MD, a big shambling man with intent blue eyes in a gaunt 
but fleshy face; unbrushed black hair streaked with grey; recently adjudged 
a bankrupt; meets Jeremy in the Hayle foundry and points out the flaws in 
his steam carriage design. 
 
Jack TREWINNARD, in AT, one of two undersized boys of twelve, the Tre-
winnard twins – the other JIM – whom Drake takes on as assistants in 
Pally's Shop; Jack is half an hour older than his brother; Drake tells them 
apart by scars on Jack's hand and knee. WG recalls the characters in LC, 
where Jack, now married to Maud, helps Geoffrey Charles at Trenwith 
whilst his brother remains at Pally's Shop with Sam, but muddles both their 
surname (writing Tredinnick, though Trewinnard is used later too) and Jim's 
forename, which he gives as Paul. 
 
Joe TRIGGS, a rheumatic miner in his mid-fifties living at the start of RP in 
the first of the Ross's six Mellin cottages. Noted at the start of BM that he 
is "gone" (i.e. dead). 
 
Aunt Betsy TRIGGS, sixty-five; in D, amuses all by choosing Jud as her 
dancing partner at Julia's second christening party; in JP, attends his 
(supposed) send-off. 
 
Jack TRIPP, in RP, a taproom agitator who harangues fellow patrons of the 
Bear Inn whilst Ross and Margaret become acquainted after the Easter 
Charity Ball. In D, plays a prominent role in the Truro corn riot in which 
Demelza and Verity are caught up. 



TUPPER, in D, a shrivelled little comedian; one of the seven Aaron Otway 
Players. 
 
Ephraim TWEEDY, in SS, a Falmouth solicitor become wealthy acting for 
wealthier clients; a local church leader and great charity organiser; partner 
in the Cornish Bank who votes to move against the Warleggans. 
 
Constable VAGE, a wheelwright and parish constable charged in JP with 
investigating Jud's murder; in TS, after Ross slips him a guinea, he patrols 
Sawle village to ensure Katie and Music's wedding night passes without 
incident; by BP, has retired. 
 
Maurice VALÉRY, early in BP, a tawny thirty-year-old, clean-shaven with 
fine wavy hair; a native of Lyons; plays the fiddle in an orchestra in Paris; 
he is later appointed conducter of the Académie Orchestre de Rouen and, 
like Christopher, is attracted to Bella. At von Badenberg's supper party, he 
offers her the part of Rosina in his production of The Barber of Seville and, 
after its first performance, seduces her. After rowing with Christopher, he 
challenges him to a duel, which Ross talks both parties out of. 
 
Jim VERCOE a hard, bearded, dedicated ex-naval Preventive Man from St 
Ann's, ever on the alert and ever ready to pounce. Husband of CLARA and 
father of Hubert. 
 
Madame VICTOIRE, in TS, the rather saturnine housekeeper at the de la 
Blache residence on the rue d'Antin, Paris. 
 
Nick VIGUS, a bald, slippery, pock-marked rogue who lives at Mellin in the 
cottage next to the Daniels; a friend and companion in wickedness of Jud 
Paynter, he persuades Jim Carter to go poaching with him on Bodrugan 
land and escapes when Carter is caught. In BM, dies of pneumonia, leaving 
a widow, a son, three daughters and two daughters by his eldest daughter, 
all soon on parish relief. 
 
Moses VIGUS, son of Nick; in MD and LC, works at Nampara; thirty-odd; 
not so wicked as his father, but already resembles him closely – completely 
bald, with a round, polished, unlined face as guileful as that of a perverted 
cherub. 



 
 

 
 

Above and below: three Georges: Ralph Bates, 
Michael Attwell and Jack Farthing 



 



Andrew VIVIAN (1759-1842) of Camborne; in MD, a junior partner in the 
Hayle foundry with whom Jeremy stays for a night whilst away from Nam-
para during Demelza's confinement with Henry. 
 
General Sir Hussey VIVIAN (1775-1842), a Cornish-born cavalry officer; 
followed Ross through Truro Grammar School; in TS, instructs Jeremy to 
withdraw his company from Quatre Bras. 
 
VOIGT, agent of one of the older copper companies; a bluff rugged man 
who, at the post-ticketing Red Lion dinner in D, tells of the previous week's 
Bodmin riots. 
 
Count Franz VON BADENBERG, in BP, about thirty, blond hair, a big voice; 
a large moustache which curls over his upper lip; impending dewlaps which 
wobble when he laughs; from Frankfurt; has links with the Rothschilds; 
gives the party at the Pulteney Hotel at which Bella meets Maurice Valéry 
for the second time. 
 
Luke VOSPER, in D, the man Margaret Cartland takes up with then marries 
after spurning Francis. 
 
WALTER, in BP, Cardew's butler (though, later in the book, WG names the 
Cardew butler as Polmesk, so there are either two of them or, more likely 
it's another slip, of which BP has a surfeit.) 
 
Cary WARLEGGAN, tall and thin and bloodless, with a long nose which he 
speaks through and a wide, tight crease of a mouth. Less respectable and 
more in the background that his brother Nicholas or nephew George; the 
financial fingers of the three stretch all over west Cornwall. In AT, where 
his age is fifty-nine, he uses his inside knowledge of the financial status of 
Pascoe's Bank (where he has a mole) to start a run; in BP, is in poor health; 
dropsical; dies aged eighty-one. Played on screen by John Boswall (1996) 
and Pip Torrens (2015-19). 
 
George WARLEGGAN is the parvenu, nouveau riche banker / businessman 
grandson of a St Day blacksmith, with commercial interests stretching, in 
BM, as far as Plymouth and Barnstaple; wide eyes, heavy nose, a pursed 
mouth with full, tight, possessive lips and a short bull neck set on heavy 



shoulders; in TS, looks like the Emperor Vespasian. One who delights that 
men should fear him, he becomes in D and remains for much of the saga 
the implacable enemy of Ross, with whom he never saw eye to eye, even 
at school, due to something fundamental. In JP, he quarrels with Francis 
too, whilst continuing to covet his wife. In W, the family move into Cardew, 
former home of the Lemons, a lavish porticoed house, four times as big as 
Trenwith, ten years in the building, a staff of twenty, set in five hundred 
acres, whilst retaining the Great House in Truro too. Marries Elizabeth, who 
bears him two children, Valentine and Ursula, then the titled Harriet, 
trading her pedigree for his money, who gives him two more – twins Rachel 
and Anne. In BM, accepts the magistracy Ross refuses and turfs the 
Methodists out of their Meeting Hall. In FS, becomes MP for Truro, again 
after Ross declines to stand, but then loses his seat when Ross does stand. 
Knighted at the end of AT. In SS, runs his bank into difficulty after specu-
lating on the belief that the Prince Regent, once appointed, would 
terminate the war with France; as a result, is forced to form a loose but 
binding partnership with the Devon and Cornwall Bank, the two trading 
thenceforth as Warleggan & Willyams. In TS, makes £80,000 in a day using 
foreknowledge of the outcome of Waterloo. In BP, is rescued by Harriet 
and her boarhounds from near-drowning and plots without success to 
control the future of his putative grandson George. The saga ends with no 
rapprochement with Ross in sight. Played on screen by Ralph Bates (1975-
77), Michael Attwell (1996) and Jack Farthing (2015-19). 
 
George (Georgie) WARLEGGAN, in BP, the son of Valentine and Selina; 
born in Place House; dark, curly hair; talks well for his age; snatched by his 
father and David Lake from Rayle Farm but ends back in London with his 
twice-widowed mother. 
 
Nicholas WARLEGGAN, a blacksmith's son; elder brother of Cary, husband 
of Mary (née Lashbrook), father of George; large and deliberate, pompous 
and hard, eyes like basalt, although, unlike his brother, the more successful 
he becomes, the greater grows his probity; lays the foundations of the 
family's fortune when he begins tin smelting in the Idless valley in 1759, 
the year George is born; in RP, chairman of the bench of magistrates who 
try Jim Carter; dies in 1806, a month after Pitt. Played on screen by Nicholas 
Selby (1975) and Alan Tilvern (1977). [Note: there is no Nicholas Warleggan 
in the 2015 production of Poldark and no Cary in the 1975.] 



Ursula WARLEGGAN, born in 1799, shortly before the death of her mother. 
In MD, the apple of George's eye – though sometimes he wishes she were 
a prettier apple; a strong thick body, a slight stoop, big features and big 
hands; her movements are rather slow but her eyes, though small and 
round like polished walnuts, are quick and penetrating; precocious and 
grown up before her time; outstandingly good at figures. In BP, nineteen, 
still stoutly-built, with thick legs and a noticeable bust, but less dumpy and 
unattractive than of old; her skin, unmarked by pox, is good; her grey eyes, 
though often masked by sullen lids, remain sharp; her straight flaxen hair 
is curled and dressed. Lacking vivacity, she has little interest in boys, 
hunting, the countryside or clothes but an abiding interest in metals and 
mines; a pupil of Madame Blick's Finishing School for Young Ladies in 
Penzance; not musical. 
 
Valentine WARLEGGAN, born under a black moon at the start of that book; 
suffers rickets at thirteen months, eventually cured by Redruth mine 
surgeon Dr Pryce (author of Mineralogia Cornubiensis, of which Ross has a 
well-thumbed copy) which leaves him with a permanent slight curvature 
of his left leg. In SS, is a tall, elegantly dressed young man of seventeen, 
broad of shoulder but spindly of ankle and wrist; dark hair with a lock falling 
constantly over the brow; strong features marred only by a narrowness of 
eye and a long slim nose he seems always to be peering down; a look far 
too knowledgeable in one so young, but with great charm – something 
about his cheerful grin robs it of its offence; never sulky; rusticated from 
Eton for a term for impregnating his tutor's favourite chambermaid; runs 
up debts in London that enrage his father. Scuppers George's carefully-laid 
plan to wed him to Cuby by marrying elsewhere first. Sardonic and cynical, 
lascivious and amoral. In BP, his son George is born but soon departs for 
London in the care of his mother; adopts a home-wrecking ape which he 
teaches to smoke cigars; dabbles in smuggling; forges a mine prospectus 
to attract North Country money into the unprofitable Wheal Elizabeth; 
snatches back his son; Butto his nemesis. 
 
Mr WARREN, in FS, the Truro mayor who presides at Ross's first parlia-
mentary election.  
 
WATFORD, in BP, the Wheal Grace engineer Demelza turns to when she's 
followed home in the dark from Grambler. 



WATSON, in BP, Edward Fitzmaurice's fat little valet. 
 
Colonel Hector WEBB, in SS, Sarah Pelham's tall, ramshackle, moustachioed 
companion when she visits Killewarren. 
 
Arthur Wellesley, first Duke of WELLINGTON (1769-1852), a Dublin-born 
Anglo-Irish soldier and Tory statesman; one of the leading military and 
political figures in nineteenth century Britain; twice Prime Minister; served 
as a general in the Peninsular War, where Ross's presence as an unofficial 
government envoy upsets him; ended the Napoleonic Wars by defeating 
Bonaparte at Waterloo – a battle in which three Poldarks take part (Ross 
as a lately-appointed aide-de-camp) and two survive; under six feet, with 
a long nose; at the start of SS Geoffrey Charles refers to him as Old Douro, 
one of several nicknames (The Iron Duke, Nosey etc). 
 
WHARTON, in SS, a Caerhays footman. 
 
(John) Conan WHITWORTH, son of Ossie and Morwenna, born in FS; raised 
by his grandmother after his widowed mother returns to Drake. In SS, is 
fifteen, big for his age, thick-lipped, clumsy, generally orotund; dark brown 
hair growing very fine and close to his scalp like mouse fur; his short-
sighted hazel eyes are small and made smaller by the fat around them. His 
whole face is pale and fat as if it has recently been modelled out of pastry 
and not yet put in the oven; pimpled; bites his nails. Twice tells tales to a 
Warleggan's detriment, first in LC disclosing George's plan to marry off 
Valentine to Cuby and then in TS leaking details of Valentine's liaison with 
Polly Codrington at the Red Lion.  
 
Lady WHITWORTH, the formidable mother of Osborne, whom she allows 
£100 a year; née Godolphin, a family now in decline but itself allied with 
half a dozen of the great families of England, and in particular the Marl-
boroughs; lives on a property near Goran. A tall, strong-built, rum-drinking 
woman; square-shouldered, square-jawed, with tough but sagging cheeks, 
a harsh, aristocratic, masculine, room-filling voice and button-bold eyes; 
constantly wields a fan, indoors and out, barely relinquishing it to eat. 
Brings up Conan after Morwenna returns to Drake. In SS, now very old and 
very stout, she wears a curly wig of chocolate-coloured hair; eyes like fire-
blackened walnuts; heavily powdered cheeks; still fanning. 



The Reverend William Osborne (Ossie) WHITWORTH, son of Judge and 
Lady Whitworth, is introduced in D as the newly ordained vicar of St Trudy 
and St Wren who dances with Demelza at the Celebration Ball; smooth-
tongued and good-looking but dressed in an absurdity of fashion; when he 
returns in BM, he is a father of two just bereaved of his wife, recently 
installed at St Margaret's, Truro and more than £1,000 in debt; tall, loud, 
affected, conceited, with no evidence other than a clerical collar of holy 
intent; sturdy, with heavy legs that might have belonged to a sailor. Lustful 
eyes; a foot fetish; in Ross's eyes, a posturing fop. Bargains hard with 
George over Morwenna's dowry; once £3,000 is settled on, he marries and 
immediately subjects her to a brutalising regime of sexual domination and 
emotional indifference. Later transfers his attention to her lascivious sister 
Rowella, who cons him out of £500 to marry Arthur Solway. When Whit-
worth's resumed relations with Rowella are discovered by Solway, he 
causes Ossie to fall from his horse, breaking his neck. Played on screen by 
Christopher Biggins (1977) and Christian Brassington (2017-18). 
 
Roger WILBRAHAM (1743-1829), in AT, one of two MPs representing St 
Michaels, the borough in which George buys a controlling interest; 
although he doesn't wish to resign, he is just as willing to be George's man 
as Scawen's, so is permitted to remain. [Note: in reality, Wilbraham stood 
for St Michaels in 1784 but was not elected; he later represented Helston 
(1786-90) and Bodmin (1790-1796), but never St Michaels. The other St 
Michaels MP in AT is named Howell, who was indeed a St Michaels MP, 
albeit fifteen years earlier than WG states.]  
 
WILKINS, in W, a trooper of McNeil's spotted by Gimlett when an ambush 
is laid at Nampara for smugglers. 

 
* * * * * 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



(ii) 97 NAMED DOMESTIC ANIMALS 
 
ABACUS – Cuss for short – in HD, an elderly horse sent over by Sir John 
Trevaunance to Jud Paynter after the latter's miraculous return from the 
dead.   
 
ALBATROSS, in BP, George's usual mount which, having damaged its fet-
lock, causes him to borrow the ill-fated GARRY. 
 
ALEXANDER, in LC, a prize-winning boar belonging to the Reverend C.T. 
Kempe, rector of the parish of St Michael Caerhays, who is convinced he 
owns the largest pig in the world; measuring, he says, nine feet from snout 
to tail-tip, standing four feet high and weighing 600 lbs – though so fat now 
it is unable to rise unaided. 
 
AMBOY, in LC, a handsome, flighty grey of Mr Pope's, named after Perth 
Amboy, the New Jersey town the family lived in before relocating to Corn-
wall; throws Selina when she takes him out, twisting her ankle. 
 
BARGRAVE, in MD, sold at auction after winning the second at Truro races. 
Impressed by its performance, Ross bids – but so does George, who pushes 
the price sky-high, then, when it is knocked down to him for ninety-five 
guineas (though worth no more than forty), claims he is the underbidder 
and Ross must pay. The dispute is resolved by Harriet, who, early in LC, 
loans the horse to Geoffrey Charles when he rides with Amadora from 
Cardew to Trenwith. 
 
BAYONNE, in TS, an elderly grey gelding – slow, docile and intermittently 
lame in its right hind – on which Ross rides from Paris to Auxerre. 
 
Monsieur BERTRAND, in TS, a bear with white on its snout in the Jardin des 
Plantes, Paris; a few years ago, Bertrand, its keeper, was hugged to death 
by the animal, which thereafter kept his name. 
 
BUTTO is introduced in BP as a small fat ape with coal-black eyes rescued 
by Valentine from maltreatment in a Falmouth sailmaker's yard; taken back 
to Place House in a laundry basket to offset the loneliness following Selina's 



departure, he lives first in the attic and then in two rooms at the back of 
the kitchen, from which, until bars are fitted, he can escape. He grows 
quickly – at Ben and Essie's wedding, where he makes an unexpected 
appearance, he is at least four feet tall, with a great cannonball of a head, 
flattened nose, deep bloodshot eyes, a mat of black hair on his chest and 
down the sides of his enormous arms; he barks like a dog and cannot resist 
fruit cake; Dwight prescribes for his cold; Valentine teaches him to smoke, 
which ends badly for them both. 
 
CAERHAYS, Demelza's new horse, which appears without further explan-
ation in the second half of D then is sold in JP for thirty-five guineas needed 
to help service Ross's debt. 
 
CASTOR AND POLLUX, in MD, Harriet Carter's giant boarhounds; in TS, 
Castor – nine years old; Harriet's from nine weeks – is rescued by Music 
and Clowance from a man-trap; in BP, it is the dogs who track Garry's scent 
back to the drang to rescue George. 
 
COLLEY (short for Collingwood), in SS, Jeremy's best horse, a strawberry 
roan bought as a hunter but used, given its owner's distaste for the sport, 
mainly for a fast gallop over the moors. 
 
DARKIE, a mare hired then sold by the landlord of the Red Lion, Truro to 
Ross on his return home at the opening of RP; named by Verity. 
 
DUNDEE, ABBESS and CAROLA, in SS, horses to be sold at auction by Lady 
Harriet Carter of Hatherleigh; Dundee, her favourite, an eight-year-old 
prize-winning steeplechaser of sixteen hands, one of the finest hunters 
ever bred in Devon, in superb condition, is bought by George and restored 
to her as a token of his regard. She twice returns its cost price – but not the 
horse.  
 
EBB and FLOW (1) and (2), in FS, black and white Berkshire piglets gifted 
by Hugh Bodrugan to Demelza; they quickly make friends with the elderly 
Garrick and become pets of Jeremy and Clowance. By the start of AT, in the 
normal progression of nature, they are gone, but two more, from Flow's 
first litter, have taken their place and, to humour the children, been given 
the same names. 



EDDIE, in SS, a thrustful bull calf born at Pally's Shop which Clowance and 
Rosina lead to Nampara after its sale to Ross. 
 
EFFIE and CARRIE, in SS, more inhabitants of the Nampara pig sties; when 
Ross returns at last from his Portuguese mission, Effie, the middle sow, has 
just had nine piglets and Carrie, the old one, is due any day. 
 
EMIR, in BM, Daniel Behenna's handsome black horse. 
 
EMMA, in JP, a fine Nampara cow yielding rich until, according to Demelza, 
the milk went into her horn. 
 
FALLOW, CHESTNUT, TARTAR (1) and COUNTY, in AT, a ploughing team of 
oxen Demelza passes on her way to Pally's Shop. In MD, fourteen years on, 
Dwight encounters another, comprising BEAUTY, BRITAIN, TARTAR (2) (a 
descendant?) and CLOUDY. 
 
FARQUAHAR, in SS, a Nampara English setter spaniel; in LC, the name 
becomes Farquhar and, in BP, Frobisher! 
 
FEATHERS, in W, a stray kitten treed by Garrick then retrieved and taken 
in by Demelza. 
 
FIREFLY, Caroline's mount in JP, quartered in the stables under her room, 
from where she can hear and distinguish his stamp. Prone to going lame in 
the pastern. 
 
GARRICK, introduced in RP as an emaciated mongrel pup with short, curly, 
muddy-black hair; eventually grows into an ungainly hound, tall as a small 
Shetland pony. Despite losing his tail at Redruth Fair, fighting the Trene-
gloses' bull in D and being shot and wounded by Tom Harry in W, he 
remains Demelza's faithful friend throughout the first seven books, which 
means he lived until at least sixteen. He died by her side at an unspecified 
date, as she relates to Geoffrey Charles in LC. 
 
GARRY, in BP, a horse of Harriet's – solid quarters, middle-aged, not likely 
to be skittish – which George borrows because Albatross is lame; spooked 
by a water rat, it pitches him into a drang. George has it shot. 



GINGER, BLACKIE, WHITEY, TABBY and TOM, in LC, Music's five cats, who, 
although supposed to feed themselves, he treats now and then to pilchards 
and milk. Blackie is a thin black sleek female killer, so fond of hunting that 
Tom and Tabby are grown lazy, waiting for her to bring back enough for 
the three (from these share-outs Ginger and Whitey are excluded). She has 
twice managed to steal Jud's breakfast, thereafter keeping well clear of the 
musket by his bed. By TS, Tom, caught in a gin, is dead. 
 
GLOW, in LC, a slightly-built sorrel mare, fleet over short distances and with 
the gentlest mouth, that Harriet lends Amadora to ride to Trenwith. 
 
HALTER, KINGFISHER and GAUNTLET, in LC, horses in Music Thomas's care 
at Place House. 
 
HEBE, in TS, the latest Nampara cat. 
 
HOLLYHOCK, in SS, the little black mare, bought in Truro by Demelza and 
Sam, that Jeremy rides on his first visit to Caerhays. 
 
HONORIA, in MD, a filly of Trevanion's he hopes might win the Oaks. 
 
HORACE, a year old in JP, is Caroline Penvenen's pug; beautiful black curly 
hair, silky head and ears, a gold-brown, snub-nosed face, apt to bite where 
it hurts most; its indisposition (due to over-feeding and lack of exercise) 
first brings Dwight and its owner together. 
 
HORACE THE THIRD, in LC, Caroline's new pug puppy; (of Horace the 
Second no mention is made).  
 
HORATIO (Horace for short), in MD, the pony Ross buys for Bella at Truro 
races. 
 
JUDITH, in BM, a thin, ill-kempt pony, six or seven years old, brown with 
three insignificant white patches, with a gentle mouth, bruised knees and 
a rolling eye which, despite reservations, Ross buys from Tholly for twenty-
six guineas. 
 
JUDY, in BP, an old Nampara sow that Harry wants to see give birth. 



KINSMAN, in AT, an old horse of George's, ill with the butts, which a bottle 
of Daffy's Elixir helps a little.  
 
LADYBIRD, in LC, the elderly, dependable Nampara mare Clowance rides 
to church for her wedding.  

 

 
 

Horace aka Sonny (Poldark, 2015)  

 
LEDA, in FS, a swan with a damaged wing fed by Morwenna and her step-
children on the river at the foot of the vicarage garden; one of a group of 
four (the others unnamed) – dignified, enigmatical, quite tame – which 
provide the book's title.  
 
MARIGOLD, in TS, an elderly companionable Nampara mount. 
 
MINTA, in JP, John Trevaunance's fine pedigree Hereford cow, worth a mint 
of money, which Demelza cures of Tail-Shot. 
 
MOSES (1), in TS, a mettlesome, handsome, dark bay gelding of seventeen 
hands bought by Stephen at St Erme Cattle Fair (the biggest in the county); 
formerly the property of an officer fallen at Waterloo; hard-mouthed, 



heavy in the haunches, allegedly six years old; accustomed to hunting; 
Stephen's first horse, and last. 
 
MOSES (2), in BP, the latest Nampara cat; young, with a tendency to be 
nervous and scratchy; a tom with a tigerish back. 
 
NERO, in SS, Clowance's big black horse which she rides on the beach like 
the wind. 
 
NESTOR, in BP, a nag of some quality bought by Valentine.  
 
NOSY, in SS, a duck kept by the Paynters which hatches five of eight gos-
lings [ducklings?] with the others hatched by Prudie herself! 
 
PARACELSUS and RED GAUNTLET, in RP, two ill-fated Warleggan birds in 
the cockfighting at Francis and Elizabeth's Trenwith wedding party (the one 
when the immovable table is moved); Paracelsus loses to CONQUEROR, 
owned by Choake, after which Red Gauntlet's defeat by Charles Poldark's 
best cock, ROYAL DUKE, costs George a hundred guineas. 
 
PARSEE, in LC, Dwight's horse. 
 
PHILBERT, in MD, Harriet's galago – a strange horrid little beast, smaller 
than a squirrel, which seems to come alive at nightfall. 
 
PRETTY LADY, LARKSPUR and CARAPACE, in MD, horses at the Truro races; 
Larkspur, ridden by Valentine, finishes second in the 2.45, with Carapace a 
faller in the same race. 
 
RAMOTH, an old, half-blind horse inherited by Ross from his father; gives 
good service through RP and D but, by the time of JP, has died. 
 
RANDOM, in D, a tall grey horse lent by Verity to Demelza. 
 
ROSELAND, in SS, a Bettesworth filly, winner of the Queen Charlotte Stakes 
at Newton Abbot. 
 
RUFUS, a fine roan horse ridden by Francis in RP. 



SALTASH, in HD, the piebald horse Jud buys at Mithian Fair. 
 
SANTA (1), in BM, Geoffrey Charles's pony. 
 
SANTA (2), in TS, an ungainly but reliable piebald horse bought by Jeremy 
in Willemstad in December 1814. 
 
SHEBA, in JP, an ailing six-year-old Bodrugan mare, sired by KING DAVID 
and worth upwards of three hundred guineas, which Sir Hugh asks Demelza 
to call and see and which afterwards returns to fitness. 
 
SHERIDAN and SWIFT in FS, horses bought by Ross from Tholly. In MD, the 
long-serving Sheridan is "failing". 
 
SIKH, in JP, a two-year-old colt sold by Ross for ten guineas to help keep 
him out of debtor's prison. 
 
SMOLLETT, in BM, a black kitten, all red tongue and yellow eyes, that could 
seldom be persuaded to leave Agatha; Geoffrey Charles calls it Smell-it. 
 
SQUIRE, a Nampara horse named in RP. 
 
TABITHA BETHIA, in RP, a big grey she-cat, leprously patched with mange; 
Joshua's kitten; seems to recognise Ross on his return to Nampara. 
 
THRESHER, in JP, a Penvenen hunter ridden by Caroline. 
 
TOBAGO, CENTURION and LOMBARDY, in SS, horses owned by the late Sir 
Toby Carter, to be sold at auction by his widow Harriet. 
 
TRIX, in AT, a spaniel of Francis Basset's with a canker in its ear. 
 
TRIXIE and TRUFF, in LC, two spaniels of John Trevanion's. 
 
VLOW, in LC, a great grey striped cat named after an extinct mine further 
along the beach from Wheal Leisure, which is where Vlow lives. 

 
* * * * * 



(iii) SELECTED OTHERS 
 
Robin ELLIS (1942- ) is unique in having appeared in both BBC productions 
of Poldark, as Ross in all twenty-nine episodes of the two seventies series 
and as Reverend Halse in eight episodes of Mammoth Screen's twenty-first 
century reboot. 
 
Andrew GRAHAM (1942- ), born on the north Cornish coast; a political 
economist with a distinguished career in politics, academia and beyond; 
Winston's first child, only son and executor of his father's literary estate. 
He not only permitted Mammoth Screen to present Poldark to a new, 
twenty-first century audience but also acted as consultant for all five series 
(2015-19). Also produced on his watch, an extensively revised second 
edition of Poldark's Cornwall (Macmillan, 2015) for which he penned an 
exclusive six-page foreword.  
 
Winston GRAHAM (1908-2003) began hatching his grand story of Cornish 
folk before WWII, yet only completed it – or so he thought – with the 
publication late in 1953 of Warleggan. That the first quartet was so long – 
fifteen years – in the imagining, planning, drafting and polishing shows 
remarkable diligence on the part of its author, but the magnificent result – 
the finest achievement by some distance of his long and distinguished 
career – is surely ample reward. After he returned to the saga with The 
Black Moon in 1973, the second tranche of novels (three this time) was 
finished within four years, and a similar creative burst in the early eighties 
produced three more (volumes eight to ten). Though neither trio compels 
quite so persuasively as the original quartet, the standard remains high 
enough to please. Further novels in 1990 and 2002 completed a prodigal 
writer's extraordinary literary legacy.  
 
Note: in addition to the twelve novels, WG published two Poldark-themed 
short stories: The Horse Dealer in the Western Morning News in 2002 and 
Meeting Demelza, in Scryfa a year later. Poldark's Cornwall (The Bodley 
Head, 1983; revised edition, Macmillan, 2015) also provides some author 
and saga context. The notebooks in which he drafted the manuscripts of 
Volumes V to XII can be seen in the Courtney Library of the Royal Cornwall 
Museum in Truro. Sadly, the manuscripts of volumes I to IV have not been 
preserved. 



Debbie HORSFIELD (1955- ) wrote the scripts for all five series (2015-19) of 
Mammoth Screen's Poldark. The first four are based more or less faithfully 
on the first seven novels, but the fifth, rather than tackling the eighth 
novel, The Stranger from the Sea, invents storylines set in the decade 
before the opening of that book about which Graham did not write. The 
prospect of the later novels being televised seems remote. 
 
Robin MUKHERJEE scripted HTV's Poldark (1996) from the eighth novel 
The Stranger from the Sea (after an earlier script by another writer was 
rejected). The production, then and since, has received an undeservedly 
poor press. 
 
Jack PULMAN (1925-79) adapted RP into the first four episodes of Poldark 
(BBC, 1975) and seriously upset WG in the process by presenting thirteen-
year-old Demelza as a wordly-wise young hussy ("I'll take 'em off for a 
shillin'"), as the book assuredly did not. Graham petitioned the BBC to 
scrap the project, which, understandably, they declined to do; and Pulman 
stoutly defended his decision: 
 

If Mrs Hayward [a complaining viewer] disapproves of 
Episode 2, doubtless she will have been horrified by 4, since 
none of the events of that part exist in the novel. But may I 
invite her to examine Book 3 of Ross Poldark which would 
normally provide the dramatic material for Episode 4. Ross 
marries Demelza after sleeping with her only because "such 
a course was the obvious way out." Obvious way out of 
what? Since he doesn't love her and has the pick of the girls 
in the county, how are we to explain this unlikely action to 
our viewers? A few pages later, after a moonlight row in a 
boat, he falls in love with her, leaving us dramatically 
nowhere to go. Thus the two strongest story elements – why 
Ross married Demelza and how he came finally to love her 
– are in terms of screen drama thrown away. The rest of 
Book 3 consists of a shopping expedition to Truro; Verity 
becoming friends with Demelza; and Demelza making a hit 
with the other Poldarks by revealing that she has a pretty 
voice – not enough drama or conflict to carry an hour's TV 
viewing. As for the scene at the fair, Demelza, when we 



discover her in the novel, is so obviously on the side of the 
angels that she leaves nothing for Ross to improve upon 
except her personal hygiene. Our Demelza is wilder, 
certainly, but she is a child, one of the many neglected 
children of 18th century England, and as such to be forgiven 
rather than abused. She is surely more worth redeeming, in 
dramatic terms, than a little angel with a smudge on her 
face. This is, after all, 1975: the original novel was written 
30 years ago in which time attitudes generally speaking 
have changed. (Radio Times, 8 November 1975) 

 
Jack RUSSELL, who adapted W into the last four episodes of Poldark, Series 
One (BBC, 1975-6) was another scriptwriter who upset the novels' author, 
this time by reworking his plot to include events – a miners' riot and the 
burning of Trenwith – which, whilst undeniably dramatic, have no genuine 
historical precedent. In writing his novels, Graham was scrupulously careful 
to reflect historical reality (albeit peopled with mostly fictional characters) 
as closely as he could, which inevitably somewhat limited their scope. But 
the scriptwriters' brief – to grip a primetime television audience with 
sufficient force to keep them from switching to the other channel – was 
simpler, like the work duly produced. WG had grown accustomed by the 
mid-seventies to the idea that filmmakers would take his books and then 
twist and turn them into a something different which, often as not, would 
fail to please. Such was their privilege. It's strange to think he would ever 
have expected that television would prove one jot less reductive or 
unsympathetic. 
 
Herman SUDERMANN (1857-1928) was a prolific journalist turned author 
perhaps best remembered now for his 1893 play Heimat (Homeland ). Late 
in 1977, Winston Graham wrote: 
 

When I was in my late teens I read a short story – hardly 
more than an anecdote – by the German writer, Hermann 
Sudermann, about a beautiful woman who made a wrong 
decision in her youth, which ruined the lives of the two men 
who loved her. This remained in my mind and would not be 
banished; years later that seed came to life in the story of 
Ross Poldark, his cousin [Francis], and Elizabeth Chynoweth, 



whom they both wished to marry. (Woman magazine, 10 
December 1977) 

 
The likeliest candidate among Sudermann's numerous short stories to fit 
the above description is La Donna e Mobile (something like The Inconstant 
Woman) from Im Zwielicht: Zwanglose Geschichten (In the Twilight: Casual 
Stories) first published circa 1886 (the British Library's copy, dated 1891, is 
from the book's ninth edition). The title was published in English trans-
lation in 1928, the year of its author's death, which chimes very closely with 
the time frame ("in my late teens") of Graham's recollection. The story, 
which recounts a train journey from Elm to Berlin, is reproduced in full in 
IN PROFILE (PART TWO), pp. 150-53. 

 

 
 

Herman Sudermann 

 

* * * * * 

http://winstongraham.yolasite.com/resources/In%20Profile%20%28part%20two%29.pdf

